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EDITOR’S LETTER

here is nothing quite like a dish
that necessitates a return to self.

I’m reminded of this after reading
a story I put together with Chef and
culinary anthropologist Jet Tila. All
those years ago, he spoke to me about
constructing narratives through
food and how artistry, for him, comes from
a deep mining and unearthing of family,
culture, and flavors.
“As a kid, I spent time learning the ancient
traditions of Asian cuisine from my
Cantonese grandmother. She was my first
cooking instructor. I have these flavor and
sense memories that go back 40 years and
inspire me to always look for that authentic
experience that I remember growing up. Food
is about learning the old ways, listening to the stories
they tell you, then shaping them into art for all the
senses,” he told me.
Food, for me, is still one of the most accessible and diverse
forms of discovery.
A dish holds up a mirror to who we are in the moment,
who we may have been in the past, and where we could
go in the future. So, I suppose, it is a doorway as well—a
doorway to fostering greater relationships with those we
love, admire, and seek to relate with. A recipe, a flavor,
a combination of memory and food, can inspire a deep
connection with a friend, a relative, a place, a sense, or a
brand—all moments that are so important for us, as an
industry, to capture.
Creating food is a way of returning home, as well. Of
listening to our stories, and then retelling them to
inspire others. In this, we are in the right space, my
friends. Within this great gift lies intention—the heart of
storytelling. We have the power to connect or ostracize,

constrict or expand, and food can be our vehicle for
reaching across that great gap to the consumer heart.
What I love about this fall issue of The Snack Magazine and
its host of WTFs, voices, and highlights, is how it does
just that for me. This issue is a visceral one, directing a
magnifying glass at the creativity, connection, and
junctures we can create because of the food you
each grow, not in spite of it. As your fingers
and eyes walk through these pages, see
what inspires you as trade members, as
consumers, as foodies, as memory-makers,
and as adventurers.
We cannot tell our industry’s stories
without knowing our own. In the years I’ve
tracked in this industry, this has been the
case for me—and I’ve learned an intentional
way of looking at the world through all of you.
Additionally, the WTF issue always helps to locate me in
time. For that half of the year that proceeds its publication,
the pages are in my rearview mirror. For the second half,
they are on the horizon. And, like a beacon, the issue feels
like a tether—one that connects me to my own stories, that
connects suppliers to buyers, and connects our industry to
the future of experiential marketing through food.
Enjoy this issue, my friends—eat it up!

Jordan Okumura
Editor in Chief
AndNowUKnow and The Snack Magazine

2005 Capitol Ave., Sacramento, CA 95811
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A Closer Look at
Ocean Mist® Farms
Season & Steam Line

CLOSE

By Anne Allen

E

ating healthy is always top
of mind, but sometimes my
brain won’t cooperate when
it’s staring down the barrel of an
intricate recipe. Straddling the line
of trade news writer and consumer,
I see how the practicality of certain
items draws dollars into the store.
That’s why I can never overstate the
importance of value-added solutions
like Ocean Mist® Farms’ Season &
Steam line—especially when they
promise delicious veggies in under
three minutes.
I’m personally drawn to the
Cauliflower Florets, but the visually
arresting packs offer a variety of
vegetable options such as Broccoli
Florets, Vegetable Medley, and Floret
Medley—to name but a few. Bracketed
by high-contrasting text offering
simple instructions, the stand-out
stars of the product are the veggies
themselves. In a matter of minutes,
consumers can have a healthy side
dish ready to hit the plate.
Not only is the packaging striking, but
the ability to personalize the product
per shoppers’ seasoning preferences
ticks another box that pushes this
into the basket: customization. I’ll be
the first to let you know that I love a
convenient solution, but I don’t want
to feel boxed in by the flavors offered
to me.
With the Season & Steam line, ease of
use is only one of the “whys” behind
the buy. Innovation, quality, and
health all factor into the value of
having this lineup on the shelf.
And who can argue with that?
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All issues of The Snack Magazine are 100 percent recyclable.
Only AQ coatings are used as opposed to laminates, allowing our
magazine to be reused as fresh paper in its next life. The protective
bag is also accepted by bag recycling centers. Please find the
nearest available location if you wish to recycle this issue’s bag.
Keep it green!

WTF

DO I DO WITH

Sunkist®
Navel Oranges

{ what the fork }

S O F T O R A N G E P U M P K I N COO K I E S
INGREDIENTS
2 tsp Sunkist Navel Orange zest
¼ cup coconut oil
⅔ cup coconut sugar or brown sugar
1 egg, room temperature
½ cup pumpkin purée
1¼ tsp pumpkin spice
½ tsp baking powder
½ tsp baking soda
¼ tsp sea salt
1¼ cup white spelt flour
®

orange glaze ingredients

3 tbsp Sunkist Navel Orange, fresh
squeezed
2 tsp Sunkist Navel Orange zest
1 cup powdered sugar or powdered
monk fruit
Pinch of salt
Cinnamon, for garnish
Prep Time: 15 min
Cook Time: 15 min
Servings: 14

?

1
2

Credit to Jessica Bippen RD
DIRECTIONS
Preheat oven to 350° F. Line a baking sheet with parchment paper.
In a large bowl or a stand mixer, combine and cream together the coconut oil and
coconut sugar. Beat in the egg and purée until well combined and smooth.

3

In a separate bowl, combine the flour, baking powder, baking soda, sea salt, and
pumpkin spice. Stir together until evenly combined.

4

Add the flour mixture to the wet ingredients. Then, add the grated orange zest and
mix until well combined. The dough will be wetter than most cookies, similar to a
thick cake batter. Let the batter sit for 10 minutes.

5
6

Use a 2 tbsp cookie scoop to place the dough on the prepared baking sheet.

7

Remove cookies from the oven and let them sit on the baking sheet for 5 minutes
before transferring to a cooling rack.

8

While the cookies are cooling, combine the powdered sugar or powdered monk
fruit in a bowl with the orange zest and salt.

9

Add 1 tsp of orange juice at a time until the glaze is thin enough to easily coat the
cookie but not watery.

Bake for 12–15 minutes. The cookies are done when the edges start to golden and
the tops are slightly firm.

10 Once cookies are cooled, add 1 to 2 tsp of orange glaze to each cookie. Garnish
with additional orange zest or a sprinkle of cinnamon.

To learn more about Sunkist Growers, visit www.sunkist.com
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DO I DO WITH

4Earth Farms™
Organic Green Beans

?

{ what the fork }

4 E A R T H FA R M S ™ O R G A N I C G R E E N B E A N S W I T H O R G A N I C TO M ATO - A L M O N D P E S TO
INGREDIENTS
2 lb 4Earth Farms™ Organic Green Beans
or French Beans
2 Pints 4Earth Farms Organic Cherry
Tomatoes
¼ cup roasted almonds
2 cloves of garlic
2 tbsp red wine vinegar
1 tsp paprika
½ tsp cayenne pepper
3 tbsp extra virgin olive oil
Kosher salt and freshly ground pepper
Prep Time: 20 min
Cook Time: 40 min
Servings: 8

1
2
3

DIRECTIONS

Inspired by bonappetit.com

Preheat oven to 450º F.
Roast 4Earth Farms Organic Cherry Tomatoes on a baking sheet, tossing
occasionally until they are blistered and slightly charred, about 15–20 minutes.
Remove from oven and allow to cool.
In a food processor, combine almonds, garlic, 2 tbsp olive oil, vinegar, paprika,
cayenne, and about half of the tomatoes. Pulse to a pesto consistency and season
with salt and pepper.

4 In a large skillet over medium heat, add 1 tbsp of olive oil. Add half of the

4Earth Farms Organic Green Beans or French Beans and leave undisturbed
until they begin to blister, about 2 minutes. Toss and continue to cook until
tender, about 7–9 minutes. Season with salt and pepper and spread beans out on
a platter to cool. Repeat with the remaining green beans.

5 Toss beans with pesto. Add remaining tomatoes, transfer to a serving platter,
and enjoy!

To learn more about 4Earth Farms, visit www.4earthfarms.com
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Naturipe® Cranberries

?

{ what the fork }

N AT U R I P E ® S AV O R Y CO R N A N D C R A N B E R R Y WA F F L E S
INGREDIENTS
1½ cups Naturipe Cranberries, fresh
or frozen
1½ cups flour, whole wheat
1¼ cups cornmeal, fine
2 tsp baking powder
½ tsp baking soda
1 tsp salt
3 eggs, yolks and whites separated
2½ cups buttermilk
6 tbsp oil (we suggest a light olive)
1½ cups corn kernels, fresh or frozen
Butter or cooking spray, for greasing
®

Prep Time: 15 min
Cook Time: 10 min
Servings: 5 waffles

1
2
3

DIRECTIONS
Preheat your waffle maker. Mix the flour, cornmeal, baking powder, baking soda,
and salt in one large bowl.
In another bowl, thoroughly mix the egg yolks, buttermilk, and oil.
Whip the egg whites in a separate bowl using an electric mixer or whisk until soft
peaks form—the whites should almost triple in size.

4 Fold the wet ingredients into the dry ingredients and mix gently until just combined.
5 Softly fold in the whipped egg whites, corn, and cranberries.
6 Grease your waffle maker and begin adding batter. Be sure to follow the waffle
maker’s instructions for the best results.

7 Plate waffles as they finish and enjoy!
Tip: These go great with fried chicken. If you don’t have a waffle maker,
the batter also makes great hot cakes!
To learn more about Naturipe, visit www.naturipefarms.com
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A Closer Look At Fowler
Packing Organic Peelz®
California Mandarins
By Anne Allen

W

hen Peelz® Mandarins
came onto the scene in
2019, the Fowler Packing
brand took the industry by storm.
Increasing acreage and expanding
the line have led to the brand’s
Organic Peelz offering, carving out a
new opportunity for retailers across
the United States.

As stunning a package as its
predecessor, the Organic Peelz
bag sports a lively green hue
that consumers will automatically
connect to the organic quality
for which it is known. Available in
both 2 and 5 lb bags, the Mandarin
packaging bears another striking
detail—they’re grown in California.
Heralding from the Golden State
is an obvious reason to smile, as
evidenced by the zip of a grin
underneath the Peelz brand name.
Shoppers will have no reason not to
place this item into the basket, as
the seedless Mandarins bring delight
to everyone looking for a convenient
and healthy snack. Besides, the
packaging itself looks like the
concept of fresh brought to life.
There’s no way they’ll turn it away!
The growing demand for organic
and specialty offerings within the
Mandarin category position this
product as a must-have for citrus
programs at retail. Fowler Packing
continues to set itself apart by
conceptualizing how it can be a
strategic partner to the buy-side.
Gorgeous packaging, everexpanding lines, and organic
production to boot makes Fowler
Packing a one-stop shop for the
Mandarin category this winter.
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» The IF List «

Michael Schutt

Director of Produce and Floral, Raley’s Family of Fine Stores

I

With Jordan Okumura

n our corner of the world here in Northern California, Raley’s Family of
Fine Stores is synonymous with quality, creativity, variety, and flavor. From
dynamic fresh produce departments to an ever-changing vision to keep
the Raley’s, Nob Hill Stores, and Bel Air formats modern and innovative, the
team seeks to impress and invigorate the way food ends up on the table. One
ambassador executing that enormous responsibility is Michael Schutt, Director
of Produce and Floral. With 35 years at the company, Michael has used his
creativity and passion to help elevate the fruit and vegetable plate. But, there
is more to Michael than meets the eye, and these IFs help us pull back the
curtain on our friend and fellow Sacramentan…

IF you could give your younger self one
piece of advice, what would it be?

Pursue happiness over financial gain, it will serve
you well.

IF you could make everyone watch a movie
of your choosing, which movie would you
want them to see?

Wild. So many things can be put into perspective
by putting your boots on the trail.

IF you could be a character in any book,
who would you be?

Tom Sawyer. Life should be an adventure!

IF you could imagine yourself in a different
industry, what would it be?

I can’t! I interviewed with this company
when I was 15 years old, and so
many relationships—personal and
professional—have been forged.
But, if I had to, I’d be a camp
host somewhere beautiful
where I could help others
appreciate the outdoors
like I do.

IF you could have dinner
with anyone, dead or alive,
who would it be?

My grandparents—hands
down. My grandfather had a
tremendous work ethic, from a
pilot in the Navy and rancher to
finishing his work career with
the state. He married my
grandmother (who had four
kids) and they had two of
their own. That alone should
have earned him a medal
in that era. My grandmother
was creative, from oil painting
to pottery, and together they
provided a shining example
of many things, and, without
exception, proved that
opposites attract.

IF you had to wear the same thing
every day, what items of clothing would
you pick?

Jeans, flip flops, a T-shirt (likely of a brewery),
and a good watch.

IF you had to eat the same thing every
day for the rest of your days, what
would you eat?
Naan bread, cheese, basil, tomatoes—and
throw in some good olive oil.

IF you could enhance one aspect of
your intelligence, what part would you
want to improve?

I am constantly working on my emotional
intelligence. When leading a team, that
consists of patience.

IF you could reexperience an
awesome day in your life, what
would you choose and why?

The day my daughter came into
the world 16 years ago. She is my
favorite thing on the planet, and
she stamped my card to the most
exclusive club ever: fatherhood.

IF you had to choose one
song to be the soundtrack of
your fall season, what would
it be?
“California Dreamin’” by The
Mamas and The Papas.
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DO I DO WITH

Pacific®
Brussels Sprouts

{ what the fork }

S AU T É E D B R U S S E L S S P R O U T S W I T H B ACO N
INGREDIENTS
2 dozen Pacific Brussels Sprouts,
trimmed and halved
½ lb bacon, diced
Salt and pepper, to taste
Feta cheese
Balsamic glaze
Olive oil, if needed
®

Prep Time: 5 min
Cook Time: 20 min
Servings: 2

1

DIRECTIONS
Fry the bacon in a skillet over medium-high heat until crispy and remove from
pan. No need to clean the pan.

2 Add the Brussels sprouts to the pan and stir until coated in bacon grease,

adding olive oil if needed, and adding salt and pepper to taste. Continue to
cook over medium heat for 7–10 minutes, depending on preferred tenderness,
and stir as needed.

3 Add bacon back to the pan, mix with Brussels sprouts until evenly distributed.
Cook until desired browning, making sure to not overcook the sprouts.

4 Remove from pan, sprinkle with feta cheese, and drizzle with balsamic glaze
before serving immediately. Enjoy!

To learn more about Pacific, visit www.pim4u.com
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Wholesome Heroes
represents individuals who are
making a positive impact in their
community through their work,
volunteer efforts, sustainability, or
health and wellness initiatives.

WHAT MAKES Kelsey
A WHOLESOME HERO?
Kelsey is one of those people that you
meet and instantly think, “I want to
be like her when I grow up.” Her zest
for life and self-proclaimed inability
to relax makes her a force to be
reckoned with. Kelsey’s personality is
not one to be tamed, and her love for
the environment shines through in
her dedication to sustainability and
nature’s littlest workers: insects. Her
experience, coupled with a degree in
Agriculture Economics, keeps Kelsey
learning in and out of the field, and
Zirkle Fruit Company is grateful to
have her energy on the team.

1

Learning

2

Dedication to Sustainability

3

Orchard Community

4

Camaraderie

5

Outdoor Enthusiast

RAINIER ® FRUIT CELEBRATES WHOLESOME HEROES

Kelsey Twitchell
Horticulturist, Zirkle Fruit Company

YEARS at
Zirkle:

Years in
produce:

FAVORITE
PRODUCE ITEM:

4

All her life

Figs

“I am grateful to have learned so much
here through Zirkle. I expressed interest
in pest management and horticulture
to the Area Manager up at Zirkle’s
northern ranches, and he really fed my
passions and gave me an education and
career path that I love.”

The very essence of Kelsey’s work
revolves around giving back to the
earth and ensuring that the ecosystems
at her orchards are functioning as
nature intended. At two of Zirkle’s
largest ranches, she oversees the bee
and pest programs, uses data to write
recommendations, analyzes fruit, and
ensures the ranches’ organic program is
up to USDA standards.

Each orchard holds its own community
of people that ebbs and flows with the
season. During harvest, it’s all hands
on deck. Kelsey alluded to the tightknit community that each orchard has,
bonding over after-harvest BBQs and
Christmas parties.
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“There’s a huge feeling of ‘we did this
together’ after harvest. I love being
involved in the orchard community,
working side-by-side with everyone
toward a common goal.”

When she’s not wearing multiple hats at
her orchards, she is enjoying the natural
beauty of the U.S. Northwest. Having
grown up on a Northern Washington
pear orchard, she is no stranger to the
wonders in her corner of the world. She
has found a way to enjoy the different
natural elements, from climbing to
skiing. Having a newfound love of
the U.S.’s Southwestern states, Kelsey
and her partner take advantage of the
orchards being dormant in the winter
and travel in their built-out van.

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

APPLE
S N A C K C H A T

A

By Chandler James

s the steam swirls out of three carefully cut slits, all that
stands between me and a bounty of seasonal apples
is homemade pie crust. Honeycrisp, Granny Smith, and
everything in between could be lying just beneath the surface.
But, don’t take it from me. I am not the only consumer-turnedtrade-member whipping up some apple-centric goods this
November. Read on to hear how our industry friends bring the
holidays to shopper kitchens...
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Blake Belknap,

Vice President of Sales, Rainier Fruit Company
“Showcasing apples in November is a prime opportunity to
attract shoppers; they’re the classic flavor of fall. Retailers
can take on a fresh angle of opportunity by showcasing the
versatility of an apple and its ability to be eaten as-is or as a
fall ingredient to be baked with! Retailers can keep displays
fresh and exciting by creating destinations throughout the
department using imagery and merchandising to highlight
apples as a fall ingredient. Plus, promoting big packs and using
coupons is a great way to drive traffic and incremental sales!”

Jason Bushong,

Wenatchee Division Manager, Giumarra Companies
“November provides an opportunity for retailers to promote
apples as consumers seek great-tasting seasonal fruit
during this special time of year. A robust online presence for
retailers, combined with vibrant in-store merchandising, will
best maximize foot traffic in the produce department and
increase sales. Product origin stories, taste profiles, recipe
ideas, and health attributes are all good messages to share
with consumers as part of this path-to-purchase journey.
We continue to hear consumers across the U.S. express a
strong desire to visit their local grocery store to purchase
our Lemonade™ apples. We will have domestic production on
Lemonade soon and look forward to bringing this stunning
yellow apple to produce departments year-round.”
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Brianna Shales,
Marketing Director, Stemilt

“November signals the start of the holiday season and is a
big time for baking with apples! It’s an ideal time for retailers
to carry larger bag sizes (5 lbs) as in-and-outs, and promote
mainline apples via bulk promotions. The exciting Cosmic
Crisp® apple will also be starting its season in early November.
It’s a Honeycrisp-Enterprise cross with many great eating and
cooking attributes that give it broad consumer appeal. It’s smart
for retailers to make display space for Cosmic Crisp as soon
as it’s available, and the branding behind it lends to creative
opportunities that will drive shopper purchases of apples!”

Catherine Gipe-Stewart,
Communications Manager, Superfresh Growers®

“As we enter the fall holiday season, apples play an even larger
role in produce. My favorite apple is Autumn Glory®, which is
exclusive to Superfresh Growers®. Each juicy bite has dynamic
flavors delivering the cinnamon and caramel notes reminiscent
of the season it is named for. Autumn Glory has even been
nicknamed the ‘craft beer of apples.’ This internationally known
apple is sold coast to coast in the United States, and Nielsen
data shows Autumn Glory grew 40 percent last fall in sales. With
volume increasing, this trend is expected to continue. Autumn
Glory signals the beginning of fall and reminds people of their
favorite season year-round.”

Rochelle Bohm,
Brand Manager, CMI Orchards

“November marks the start of the holiday baking season, and
there is no better culinary staple than apple pie. Retailers can
capture the attention of home bakers by cross-merchandising
apples with other bakery pairings, creating a destination that
drives sales across categories. At this time of year, CMI’s new
crop apples are fresh off the trees with a bounty of flavors
and options to promote in both conventional and organic
options. Offering customers assortment is key to trading
shoppers up to higher priced apples that lift sales. CMI has the
largest selection of specialty branded core and organic apples
that are proven winners.”
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Joe Vargas,

Director of Marketing and Data Analytics,
FirstFruits Marketing
“Apples are one of the first foods people think of to celebrate
fall. In November, apples are being baked into pies and
cobblers, dipped in caramel, served on salads, and used in
other delicious autumn dishes. Consumers want to know that
their apples are high quality in taste and texture. Retailers
should focus on driving apple sales by giving apples prime
in-store placement and eye-catching merchandising and good
color breaks; red, green, and yellow apples, like our Opal®
variety, can be used to enhance your apple game. For recipe
ideas, visit our website at OpalApples.com!”

Rebecca Catlett,
Director of Marketing and Communications,
Okanagan Specialty Fruits®
“The holidays are filled with so many sensory memories,
including the smell of grandma’s apple pie in the oven. Retailers
should take advantage of how holiday meals can help drive sales
by giving apples prime placement during this time. Offering
recipes in-store or digitally is a great way to give consumers
new ideas on how to incorporate apples into their favorite
holiday dishes. The orchard-fresh flavor of Arctic® apples make
them the perfect ingredient, and we have some mouthwatering
recipes at arcticapples.com. Getting creative with crossmerchandising ideas can also help inspire consumers since
apples are the perfect holiday ingredient for salads, stuffing,
charcuterie boards, pies, and desserts. We all know the main
focus of the holidays is spending quality time with family and
friends, so convenience definitely comes into play. Arctic apples
are pre-sliced and ready to eat, making them so quick and easy
to add into your favorite recipe. This means more time for what
really matters!”

Krista Beckstead,
Brand Manager, Starr Ranch® Growers

“Driving sales to the apple category throughout the holiday push is
key as retailers are looking for exciting ways to promote seasonal
products in the produce section, and apples just scream fall! They
create excitement within the produce department as the seasons
change, and with apple harvest now here, everyone’s favorite
variety is fresh off the trees! Consumers are making caramel
apples, baking with apples, compiling charcuterie boards, and
even possibly shaking up a seasonal apple drink. It’s a prelude
to even more fun and joyous times ahead with the holidays right
around the corner. And, of course, more baking with apples will
help us kick off the next season.”
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SUPPLY-SIDE

By Anne Allen

2
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ACROSS
2
4
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
18
19
20

Level of sugar in a produce item
A low temperature-controlled supply chain (two
words)
A steadily growing sector in fresh produce
You might hear the phrase “follow the sun”
attributed to this growing practice
This stonefruit is often used as a “cheeky” emoji
A type of packaging that typically features a tray
with an easy-to-peel plastic top (two words)
A number used to track inventory at the retail level
This region is considered to be the “Salad Bowl of
America” (two words)
The science or practice of farming
A popular variety of date
A word for directional change many of us heard all
too often in 2020
A division within most companies that handles the
promotion of products

DOWN
1

A variety of sweet onion exclusively grown in
Georgia
3 Independent sales agents negotiating sales for
producers and manufacturers
5 A system in which product is grown without soil
6 Referring to the amount of product lost
7 A tropical fruit popular in everything from salsa to
dessert
9 Many consumers are requesting this attribute of
produce packaging
16 When a product is sent to another country for sale
17 An acronym of the term meaning price paid at
shipping point
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Andy Boy®
Broccoli Rabe

?

{ what the fork }

W I N T E R S Q UA S H C A R B O N A R A W I T H B R OCCO L I R A B E
INGREDIENTS
1 large bunch Andy Boy Broccoli
Rabe, ends trimmed
4 cups butternut squash, cubed
2 tbsp olive oil
¼ tsp nutmeg
1 bunch fresh sage
1 lb long cut pasta, such as bucatini or
spaghetti
4 oz pancetta or bacon, diced
2 cloves garlic, minced or grated
3 eggs
1 cup freshly grated Parmesan cheese,
plus more for serving
Pinch of crushed red pepper flakes
½ cup fresh parsley, chopped
Salt and pepper
®

Prep Time: 20 min
Cook Time: 30 min
Servings: 4–6

1
2

3

DIRECTIONS
Preheat the oven to 425º F.
Spread squash out in a single layer on a baking sheet. Drizzle with olive oil, nutmeg,
salt, and pepper, and toss well to coat. Roast for 20 minutes, then add the broccoli
rabe and sage leaves. Drizzle with 1 tbsp of olive oil and a pinch of salt and pepper.
Toss well to combine with the squash. Place back in the oven and roast for 10 more
minutes or until the broccoli rabe is tender and crisp and the sage leaves are crispy.
Meanwhile, bring a large pot of salted water to a boil. Boil the pasta until al dente.
Scoop out about ½ cup pasta water and set aside, then drain the pasta well.

4 While the pasta is boiling, place a large skillet over medium heat. Add a drizzle of

olive oil. Once hot, add the pancetta. Let the pancetta get nice and crispy, about 2–3
minutes, then toss in the minced garlic and sauté for about 1 minute to soften. Add
the drained pasta to the skillet, give it a good toss, and cook for about 2 minutes.

5 Beat together the eggs and Parmesan in a glass measuring cup. Remove the pasta

from the heat and pour the egg/cheese mixture into the pasta, tossing quickly (to
ensure the eggs do not scramble) until the eggs thicken and create a sauce. Thin the
sauce with a bit of the reserved pasta water until it reaches your desired consistency.
Add the squash, broccoli rabe, and sage and gently toss to combine with the pasta.

6 Season the carbonara with plenty of freshly ground black pepper and salt to taste,
then garnish with parsley and red pepper flakes.

To learn more about D’Arrigo New York, visit www.darrigony.com
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» The IF List «

Donald Valpredo
Co-Founder, Country Sweet Produce
With Jordan Okumura

EL Don.

This is how Donald Valpredo, the industry
veteran and leader, is affectionately
known by colleagues and friends. It gives an air of charm
and also strength. I imagine no one messes with El Don. The
company leader has, as the nickname implies, a long-standing
legacy in fresh produce and farming that reaches far back into
California’s 20th century. Donald co-founded Country Sweet
Produce in Bakersfield, California, with his son, Michael Valpredo.
Today, Country Sweet Produce is an exciting enterprise that grows,
harvests, packs, and sells many seasonal organic and conventional
fruits and vegetables.
Over the course of Donald’s life, he has always been involved in ag-related positions,
exhibiting his unwavering commitment to the industry. From President of Ridge Ginning
Co., and Founding Partner and Owner of Kern Ridge Growers to positions that include
Director of Western Growers, Director of Arvin Edison Water Storage District, and Director
of Rancho Visitadores—Donald’s passion and impact run deep. With someone so driven,
nimble, and competitive, it is no wonder he has also been involved in thoroughbred horse
breeding and racing for many years; serving as a Commissioner of the California Horse
Racing Board, President of California Thoroughbred Breeders Association, Director of
Thoroughbred Owners of California, and a member of The Jockey Club of New York. With
such a backstory to this industry legend, we had to know how he would answer our IF List!
So, Donald gave it a whirl...

IF you could have been born in
another century or decade, which
would it be and why?
The 18th century, as I would have really
liked to be one of those who helped
develop our country’s Constitution.
IF you had to choose now, what
would your last meal consist of?
Start off with a proper drink; usually,
a barrel-aged Manhattan served up
with a lemon twist. But, what really is
important here is who you share the
meal with. My wife, my three children,
a nephew, and their spouses. The 10
of us at a roundtable enjoying a great
Italian meal, great wine, and sharing
wonderful memories.
IF you could have any actor play you
in a movie, who would you want?
Either Robert Duvall in The Godfather
or Gene Hackman in Unforgiven.
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IF you could have dinner with anyone,
dead or alive, who would it be?
Queen Elizabeth II. She has witnessed
fantastic changes in the world during
her lifetime—from the bombing of
London, a World War, advancements in
communications and medicine to putting a
man on the moon and many U.S. Presidents.
And she always conducted her life with
dignity and a sense of humor. If not
available, then Sophia Loren.
IF you could make everyone watch a
movie of your choosing, which would you
want them to see?
Moonstruck. The original unedited version. A
classic Italian love adventure and a very true
lifestyle.
IF you could join a musician, dead or
alive, on stage to sing along or play an
instrument with, who would you choose
and why?
Dean Martin. He was a great talent and
always had so much fun showing it.

FRESH FOLK

IF you could re-experience an awesome
day in your life, what day would you
choose and why?
The moment my son came out of the
delivery room with a thumbs up, signifying
that we had a child to carry on the name.
IF you had to choose one song to be the
soundtrack of your year, what would it be?
“What a Wonderful World” as performed
by Willie Nelson. Or “God Bless America”
performed by Kate Smith.
IF you could own one horse, who/what
would it be and why?
The first horse that I bred and raced
so many years ago won her first race.
Perhaps if she had finished last, I could
have saved a lot of money chasing the
brass ring. But the thoroughbred world
has introduced me to many interesting
people from world leaders, entrepreneurs,
world-class athletics, to a wonderful array
of lifelong friends. Beats kicking around
dirt clods in Mettler.

IF you wrote an autobiography, what
would be the title?
Learn to Take the High Road.
IF you had to eat the same thing every
day for the rest of your days, what
would you eat?
A homemade flour tortilla.
IF you could enhance one aspect of
your intelligence, what part would you
want to enhance?
A development of proper patience.

IF you could have all your fingers
back, would you still be as driven?
A digit is such a small part of the
human makeup, never bothered my
attitude.
IF you could give your younger
self one piece of advice, what
would it be?
Chew your words over
before you speak.
IF you were
another species
in the animal
kingdom, what
would you be?
Cheetah.

Thank you, and the fat lady has sung!
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Pure Flavor® Cloud 9®
Bite-Sized Fruity Tomatoes

?

{ what the fork }

Vegetarian,
gluten-free,
and plant-based!

TO M ATO M U S H R OO M R I S OT TO
INGREDIENTS
1 dry pint Pure Flavor Cloud 9 Grape
Tomatoes, halved
8 oz package fresh mushrooms, finely
chopped
1 onion, diced
3 cloves garlic, minced
1¼ cup mushroom or vegetable broth,
divided
½ cup Arborio rice
½ cup coconut milk
¼ cup white wine
2 tbsp olive oil
Salt and pepper to taste
Grated Parmesan cheese, for garnish
Fresh parsley, chopped for garnish
®

Prep Time: 5 min
Cook Time: 20 min
Servings: 2
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®

1

DIRECTIONS
Heat 1 tbsp of olive oil in a pan over medium heat. Add the onions and sauté for
2–3 minutes. Add garlic and sauté for another minute. Add the rice and toast for
1–2 minutes while stirring. Pour in white wine and cook until the wine is almost
absorbed. Add ⅔ cup of broth and tomatoes, cook on low until broth is almost
absorbed, stirring often. Add remaining broth as it thickens and cook until risotto is
al dente, about 15 minutes. Finally, stir in coconut milk with salt and pepper to taste.

2

While the risotto cooks, heat 1 tablespoon of oil in a separate pan. Add the
mushrooms and cook for about 5 minutes, or until they turn golden brown.

3

Garnish risotto with fried mushrooms, Parmesan, and parsley before serving.

To learn more about Pure Flavor,
visit pure-flavor.com

OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at
The Star Group
Just Fresh™ Salads
By Anne Allen

H

ow do you mesmerize
shoppers? No, I’m not asking
a crystal ball for answers—I
already have a fortune of my own
to tell. The launch of The Star
Group’s Just Fresh™ Salads are
about to hypnotize anyone who
walks past this lineup, and retailers
should pay heed.

Available in four different recipes
such as the Feta & Beet Bliss
Salad—which I’ve definitely got
my eye on—Avocado Crunch
Salad, Burrito Bowl, and Modern
Caesar, Just Fresh Salads blend
eye-catching branding with
convenience. Crafted with premium
ingredients, every portion comes
with fresh-made dressings and
Canadian-grown greenhouse leafy
greens. Plus, the mouthwatering
recipes are perfect for shoppers
on the go. It’s only a matter of
opening, flipping, shaking, and, of
course, enjoying!
The hexagonal shape separates the
toppings into five compartments,
with the dressing in a separate
container. No longer do consumers
have to worry about watching their
salad wilt or their toppings lose
crunch due to everything being
mixed in. Plus, the separation of
the ingredients allows for shopper
customization. In this day and age,
I know how important even the
smallest choices are.
Peer into the future with me for just
one moment, and see how many
shoppers will be enamored with
Just Fresh Salads. Another fortune
before you go—you may want to
stock up ASAP.
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VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Brent Scattini,

Vice President of West Coast, Seven Seas

“Seven Seas is ready for the winter berry season. With
increased production in our Central Mexican growing regions
and increased investment in the vertical integration of our
distribution systems, we know we are ready for a banner year. We
are confident that our Mexican partnerships will benefit our retail,
wholesale, and foodservice customers alike. The pandemic provided
unanticipated challenges, yet the opportunities gained in overcoming
those adversities will benefit the entire supply chain. Two new cooling facilities,
better varietal controls and cultural practices, distribution, and certifications
will rival our domestic programs. And with production already in progress,
Seven Seas is the ideal partner for this holiday season.”

Bobby Jones,

Co-Managing Partner, Bobalu
“Thankfully, fresh strawberries are no longer a seasonal
treat but instead are a versatile, year-round fruit fit for
every occasion. So, as shopping trends shift into holiday
mode, our berries still have a place at the table. Shoppers at
this time of the year enjoy including fresh berries in baking,
holiday cocktails, and festive charcuterie boards. At Bobalu,
we have solutions for every occasion to inspire and help ensure
strawberries are in the shopping cart all year long.”

Frances Dillard,
Vice President of Brand and
Product Marketing, Driscoll’s
“As we approach the holiday season, Driscoll’s berry
consumers are expressing optimism for happier days
and gratitude for time spent with family and friends.
Our fresh, beautiful, and delicious berries play an
important role during these times when people are spending
more moments at home and engaged in simpler gatherings and
celebrations. Driscoll’s campaign, Sweetness Worth Sharing™, continues
to capture authentic family ‘slice of life’ moments as our berries
promote emotional connections through shared experiences. The
hashtags #OnlyTheFinest and #SweetnessWorthSharing allow our
consumers to share their berry joy.”
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Cherie France,

Marketing Manager, Homegrown Organic Farms

“It’s that blue organic goodness for me. Small but mighty and packed
full of nutrition and flavor, blueberries are a fantastic addition to any
post-workout smoothie, a tasty crisp, or as a simple salad topper. With
the Homegrown Organic import blueberry season getting ready to kickoff, we’re excited to be able to keep retail shelves stocked with high-quality
organic blueberries, year-round, and as the seasonal push comes in, our berries
will make the perfect addition to any holiday spread.”

Kyla Oberman,
Director of Marketing, California
Giant Berry Farms
“Berries and the winter holidays go hand-in-hand. From
Thanksgiving and Hanukkah to Christmas and New Year’s
celebrations, I encourage retailers to maintain their full berry patch
with in-store displays and ensure digital signage is largely visible. The
in-season availability of fresh strawberries, blueberries, blackberries, and
raspberries from North and South America during this time of year provides
a consistent supply of flavor and color. Healthy berries are ideal for eating on
their own or as an ingredient in any dish.”

Amber Maloney,

Director of Marketing, Wish Farms

“The holidays are upon us, and we are loving all the inventive
charcuterie creations that feature fresh berries. The cutest party
trend this season is ‘jarcuterie’—personal charcuterie boards
served in individual jars safe for grazing. Whether sweet or
savory, berries are a perfect flavor complement. Leveraging lifestyle
ambassador partnerships, Wish Farms will be promoting unique ways
to incorporate berries at holiday gatherings. Through a series of strategic
Pinterest campaigns, video reels, and consumer giveaways, we plan to feature
both curated and raw content to show the endless flavor possibilities.”
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Brian Klumpp,

Director of Marketing, North Bay Produce

“It is a very exciting time to be a grower and marketer of berries—and to
be a consumer as well. The reason for this is that growers are becoming
so much better each year at determining the best varieties of blueberries,
raspberries, and blackberries for their particular growing regions, along
with perfecting their growing techniques. With ever-expanding expertise, the
quality of the berries continually improves. At North Bay Produce, we have
developmental programs where we constantly work on improving the flavor,
firmness, and the shelf-life of our berries. And we are realizing tremendous results.”

CarrieAnn Arias,

Vice President of Marketing, Naturipe Farms®

“Berries make a delicious snack or breakfast on their own, but
I love cooking with berries and bringing them into savory
dishes you wouldn’t normally expect! I’ve spent a lot of time
experimenting and learning how to use berries in new recipes. My
most recent creation is using raspberries when cooking salmon. If you
make teriyaki salmon and add raspberries into the teriyaki at the end
and put it on top, it is so, so good. Savory cooking with berries has become a
huge thing for me recently, and I think others should try it!”

Steve Poindexter,

Vice President of Sales, Berry People
“Consumers are continuing to become more aware of the eclectic health
benefits attributed to berries—especially blueberries. Studies have shown
tremendous results in blood sugar control, gastrointestinal support,
and positive impact on cognitive impairment of aging combined with
cancer-fighting attributes. So, we will see much higher demand in the
berry categories from both young and senior populations. Beyond all of
the health benefits are the flexibility aspects where we find
consumers using berries at all meals, including
snacks. This holiday season is the perfect
time to promote them for all shoppers’
meal-prepping needs. Berries fit
firmly in the superfood category,
and with low calorie, low fat,
and high fiber attributes,
they only make for
continued success.”
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MY FAVORITE THINGS

AMBER MALONEY
Director of Marketing, Wish Farms
With Anne Allen

F

or those lucky enough to know her, Amber Maloney’s sunny
disposition is as bright as the sunshine on the Florida coast. When
she’s not crafting brilliant berry campaigns, the Wish Farms Director
of Marketing is either busting out some serious dance moves, relaxing on
the water, or organizing her fridge with the best fresh produce our industry
has to offer. With a bubbly personality and a business acumen to match,
naturally I had to find out a few of Amber’s favorite things…
Long lazy lake days spent
boating, paddling, and fishing
with family and friends.

Soaking in every moment with our minime’s. Just 16 months apart, these kiddos
keep us on our toes!

My husband and I
will never have a gym
membership again!

Crossing trips off
our bucket list and
seeking adventure
along the way.
Dancing competitively was my passion
growing up. I was a collegiate dancer for
the University of Florida. To this day,
you can’t keep me off the dance floor.

My newest obsession is a berry
that has hints of pineapple
and tropical flavors.
An organized fridge
that is fully stocked
with healthy fruits
and veggies is a
way to my heart.

My hobby of
wine drinking
hooked me on
Scout & Cellar
Clean-Crafted
Wines, so much
so I became a
consultant.

Family
Wish Farms Pink-ABoo Pineberries™
Wine
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Lake Arietta,
Florida
Traveling
Produce
Organization

Tackling yard work
and house projects
on our new property
is my family’s jam.

Our Garage Gym
Jazz and Hip-Hop
Dancing
DIY Projects

OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at
SUNSET® Sprinkles®
Three Pack

CLOSE

By Chandler James

Y

ou don’t need to have tiny fingers
in order to enjoy tiny foods. This
has been proven tenfold as hands
of all ages (and sizes) are reaching for
SUNSET®-branded Sprinkles® tomatoes
in the produce aisle.

The greenhouse grower is hitting
the retail trifecta, providing fun,
convenience, and flavor with its strategic
three-pack option. The bite-sized craze
has cast its line, and Sprinkles are
keeping shoppers on the hook.
Premium produce is meeting
innovation with this three-pack
offering, allowing SUNSET to deliver
maximum ROI for its partners.
Streamlined and sturdy, the trio sits
at the ready on-shelf, capturing the
gaze of passersby with its playful
graphics and bold, blue branding.
Who said healthy eating can’t be fun?
Once they’ve locked in on the
colorful globes beneath the
resealable peel-back lid, snacking
inspiration will abound as shoppers
imagine the convenient ways to
bring Sprinkles tomatoes to the plate,
lunchbox, and beyond. The three pack
serves as not only the grab-and-go
option, but the dinner addition and the
picky eater go-to. And, of course, the
bigger the pack size, the bigger the
register ring.
Beyond the shelf, social media ads,
recipe inspiration, and unique branding
are also at play, keeping parents and
kids alike engaged with the product and
locking down repeat purchases.
The Sprinkles three pack is one item
worth reaching for when mapping out
your own produce department, no
matter your finger size.
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BY THE SNACK EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTOR DAN’L MACKEY ALMY,
President and Chief Executive Officer, DMA Solutions

W

hen “private label”
is brought up
in conversation
within our industry, you can cut the
tension with a knife. Why is that?

I believe it’s because we all have
different opinions and ideas about
who private label benefits. Does it
benefit the grower? The retailer?
Or even the consumer? Allow me
to give you a spoiler alert on my
thoughts: When private label is
used solely as a way for retailers to
ensure volume and control costs that
ultimately impact the grower, I don’t
believe it benefits anyone.
As the President and Chief Executive
Officer of a fresh produce marketing
agency, I know it probably doesn’t
come as a surprise that I’m “pro”
brands in the fresh produce industry.
According to one of my favorite

authors and marketers, Seth Godin,
“A brand is the set of expectations,
memories, stories, and relationships
that, taken together, account for a
consumer’s decision to choose one
product or service over another.”
You see, I think we often have the
mentality, “If it’s on the shelves,
they’ll buy it.”
That simply isn’t the case anymore
as shoppers have more options.
We need to give them a reason to
choose our (branded) products.
Marketed brands are essentially
advocacy for shoppers and vendors.
Private label removes marketing
from the equation and ultimately
prevents brands from engaging
with consumers, which in turn, can
reduce trust and reliance upon a
business and, eventually, negatively
impact sales.

Before I outline the specifics about
the impact I believe private label is
making on our industry, know that
I do believe there are several great
examples of private retail brands
that truly deliver on their promise—
brands like Trader Joe’s, 365 from
Whole Foods, etc., which are
important and moving the needle
in terms of selling produce.
There are also plenty of other
examples of categories in our
industry that worked to build trust
and establish brands, only to be
commoditized by generic private
labeling. Solely relying on private
labels will only result in a race to
the bottom for fresh produce, and
that isn’t the direction we should
be heading.
So let’s talk about who private
label impacts.

THE
GROWER/
PRODUCER
At DMA Solutions, we’re constantly
studying generational marketing.
We realized shoppers are caring
more and more about where the
products they’re purchasing come
from and the story of the company
behind them. Brands, with the help
of strategic marketing efforts, are
empowered to tell these stories.
This is why generic private labels
are counterproductive to the
investments and hard work growers
put into marketing and building
their communities.
In the absence of a brand, there is no
brand loyalty. Without brand loyalty,
there’s not much of an incentive to
make an intentional purchase.

A

s a fresh produce marketer,
I believe in the power of
brand awareness for our products.
Brands must continue to be able
to tell their story, showcase their
quality, connect with, and inspire
shoppers.
While I aimed to simplify the realities
of private label above, I’m hopeful
this topic is a discussion we continue
to have as it has many complexities
to it that can’t fully be summed up

THE
RETAILER

THE
CONSUMER

Historically, private label is a way
for retailers to ensure volume and
control costs that often negatively
impact growers. Though there are
still some price advantages at the
retail level, the effort a retailer is
required to make can outweigh the
lowered cost. When retailers work
to commoditize or make products
more generic, it can confuse the
shopper and make them question a
product’s origin or quality.

If 2020 taught us anything, it’s
that consumers look to brands
for answers during difficult times.
Whether it’s a pandemic, product
recall, or assistance with their
weeknight dinner, people seek
out brands for instruction and
inspiration. The problem is that,
during the height of the pandemic
last year, there wasn’t a voice for
private labels sharing necessary
information.

Also, retailers are putting themselves
in a position to take on additional
customer-service issues that
shoppers would typically seek out
from the brands they know and
trust. To reiterate, I am pro retail
private label brands when there is an
obvious investment and it is serving
the consumer. But, simply slapping
a generic label on fresh food is
benefiting no one.

For example, when consumers were
looking for basic information like
how to best wash their produce,
they couldn’t reach out to the
private label brands. So, who did
they reach out to? The brands
that have spent years investing in
marketing and building trust with
shoppers. While store brands can
be cost-effective for certain items
like paper products, when it comes
to food (especially fresh food), a
brand must be present to give the
shopper a reason to purchase.

in a short article. But, if we want
to continue building trust with
shoppers and increase the demand
for fresh food, it’s a conversation
worth having.
The DMA marketing team will be
hosting a deeper discussion on
private label during our webinar
series, Marketing Matters, this month.
I invite anyone to join the discussion
and share their thoughts!

“

In the
absence of
a brand, there is
no brand loyalty.
Without brand
loyalty, there’s
not much of an
incentive to make
an intentional
purchase.”

Dan'l Mackey Almy

The President and Chief Executive Officer’s passion
for fresh produce has paved the way for her dynamic
career in the industry for over 25 years. In 2004, she
founded DMA Solutions, a leading marketing agency
that exclusively serves the fresh produce industry.
Dan’l and the team of marketers at DMA provide
solutions to increase demand for fresh produce in
pursuit of creating a positive impact on society.
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Juicy Gems™
Pomegranate Arils

{ what the fork }

F R O Z E N YOG U R T B A R K
INGREDIENTS
2.2 oz Juicy Gems Pomegranate
Arils
¼ cup dark chocolate, melted
1 (6 oz) container of raspberries,
puréed
2 cups plain Greek yogurt
⅛ cup almonds, chopped
™

Prep Time: 10 min
Chill Time: 2–3 hours
(or until firm)
Servings: 2
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1
2

DIRECTIONS
Line a freezer-safe pan with parchment paper.
Spread yogurt evenly and drizzle with dark chocolate. Add raspberry purée, chopped
almonds, and pomegranate arils.

3 Freeze for a few hours or overnight to harden.
4 Once yogurt is frozen, break into pieces and store in the freezer for
convenient snacking. Enjoy!

Tip: Sweeten the yogurt with honey to taste, or swap for vanilla Greek yogurt.
To learn more about Trinity Fruit, visit www.trinityfruit.com
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BUY-SIDE

By Chandler James

2
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ACROSS
2
4
6
10
12
15
17
18
19
20

The sale of goods online (hyphen not to be included)
A practice that uses low temperatures to preserve the
freshness of food
The in-store vehicle where we want products to end up
(two words)
An easy way to direct shoppers to a digital experience
via packaging or signage (two words)
A common consumer preference that favors the earth
An increasingly popular restaurant format with a focus
on speed
Coordinating how product gets from point A to point B
A buyer who purchases directly from suppliers, then
often resells product for retail or foodservice
A convenience service that grew in popularity during
the pandemic
The amount of time a product stays fresh after harvest
(hyphen not to be included)

DOWN
1
3

The point of sale at retail
One of the most strategic ways to drive produce sales
in any store department
5 The concept behind self-driving car technology
7 Some of the most convenient options for putting
together dinner (two words)
8 The integration of multiple different shopping methods
under one retail umbrella
9 A retail format offering shopper incentives through
memberships (two words)
11 Obtaining monetary giveback in a transaction involving
some risk
13 The amount of product remaining when expectations
have been met
14 A large facility used to temporarily store and distribute
product
16 Eye-catching, self-contained product displays
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Homegrown Organic
Farms Grapefruit ?

{ what the fork }

BUBBLY GRAPEFRUIT SANGRIA
INGREDIENTS
grapefruit simple syrup

Juice from one fresh Homegrown
Organic (HGO) Farms Grapefruit
1 cup granulated sugar
1 cup water
bubbly sangria

1 fresh organic HGO Farms Grapefruit
1 fresh organic HGO Farms Navel
Orange
1 fresh organic red apple (Honeycrisp
variety recommended)
1 bottle pinot grigio or dry white wine
of your choice
1 bottle prosecco or sparkling white
wine of your choice
Prep Time: 2–3 hours, or overnight
Servings: 6–8 (16 oz) drinks
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DIRECTIONS

1

To make the grapefruit simple syrup, add juice of 1 grapefruit, 1 cup sugar, and 1
cup water to a saucepan on medium-heat. Cook the mixture and stir until sugar
completely dissolves. Remove from heat and set aside to cool.

2

In a large pitcher, add 1 sliced grapefruit, 1 roughly chopped apple, and 1 sliced
Navel orange (no need to remove peels). Cover with entire bottle of pinot grigio,
making sure that fruit is entirely immersed in the wine.

3 Add 1 cup of the grapefruit simple syrup and cover pitcher. Place in refrigerator

for at least a few hours, ideally overnight, to allow the fruit to soak up the flavor of
the wine.

4 When ready to serve, remove from fridge and combine with 1 bottle of prosecco.
Stir gently and serve with pieces of fruit in each glass or strained. Enjoy!

Tip: Use the extra grapefruit simple syrup in coffees or iced teas!

To learn more about Homegrown Organic Farms,
visit www.hgofarms.com

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Citrus
SnackChat
By Lilian Diep

T

he holidays are a time for celebration, especially during
this month of thanksgiving. With food aplenty and a giving
mood galore, now is the time when many consumers focus
on family and flavor around the table. With the versatility and
range that citrus has to offer, direct your shoppers to the bright
and giving flavors the category can provide for at-home feasts...
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Carrie Briones,

Head of Sales and Grower Relations,
LIV Organic Produce
“ When I think of fall, I think of all the fresh California
citrus and the holidays. Some of my favorite holiday
memories are centered around citrus and baking,
and one of our favorites is Meyer Lemon Bars!
LIV will be offering organic sweet Meyer lemons
throughout the holidays, perfect for everyone’s
holiday needs! With these seasonal occasions fast
approaching, now is the time to stock up and get
shoppers ready. Having a great supplier partner in
your corner is key as the industry continues to adapt
to today’s dynamic supply chain and consumer.”

Christina Ward,

Senior Director of Global Marketing,
Sunkist Growers

Luke Sears,

“You know that this is our favorite time of year
because it’s officially the citrus season! With our
specialty varieties gracing the produce section for
a limited time, we need to ensure shoppers know
when to go. We lean hard on category management;
real-time data and shopper behavior insights drive
our marketing strategies, keeping our programs
fresh, relevant, and highly customizable. A recent
study showed that while vitamin C is still very
important to citrus shoppers, they also say eating
healthier overall is the number-one reason they are
buying oranges, Mandarins, lemons, grapefruit, and
limes. As a result, shoppers are making thoughtful
choices about their produce.”

President and Founder,
LGS Specialty Sales

“The holiday season is a great opportunity for
retailers to elevate citrus in stores. As a result of
COVID-19, we’ve seen a huge upward trend toward
bagged fruit. Retailers should promote the benefit of
packaged citrus and the nutritional value of vitamin
C during the cold winter with big displays to drive
demand for citrus.”
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Nichole Towell,
Senior Director Of Marketing
and Packaging Procurement,
Duda Farm Fresh Foods

“A great way to merchandise citrus during the holiday
season is through cross promotion. By placing
citrus with other items or ingredients for specific
holiday dishes—think Lemon Glazed Pound Cake or
Cranberry Clementine Dressing—retailers can easily
increase the chance of purchase!”

Kiah Ruvalcaba,
Marketing Director,
Fowler Packing

Monique Bienvenue,
Director of Communications,
Bee Sweet Citrus

“There’s no better time to highlight the citrus
category than during the winter months! With a
plethora of different varieties to showcase, retailers
have an opportunity to capitalize on the category’s
nutrition, versatility, and unique flavor profiles as a
way to promote seasonal items. While consumers
are typically familiar with household staples such
as Navel oranges, lemons, and Mandarins, the
winter months present the industry with a unique
opportunity to introduce tasty, immunity-boosting
varieties such as Cara Cara Navel oranges, Blood
oranges, and Minneola Tangelos to shoppers who
may not be familiar with specialty citrus varieties.”
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“Mandarins continue to be a citrus powerhouse. The
holiday months drive some of the highest sales
weeks for the category. Omni-channel marketing
and messaging is the key to engaging with every
shopper. This California season, we are mixing
things up with a cheeky Peelz ® national campaign,
guaranteed to deliver consumers a bold experience
and keep Peelz top of mind.”

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Alex Jackson,
Director of Sales,
Frieda’s

“Every year, I look forward to making our winter
citrus tart recipe. It stunningly showcases the best
citrus of the season, so consumers can change it up
based on what looks fresh and delicious. This year,
I plan to use Mandarinquats, Limequats, and Pink
lemons for a nice balance of citrus flavors and colors.
Come on over!”

James Rasmussen,

Vice President of Sales and Marketing,
Catania Worldwide

John Carter,

“The leaves are changing, the holidays are around the
corner, and the kids are back in school. It also means
flu season. Citrus is a great way to load up on vitamin
C with beautiful taste and many uses. Retailers
have done a wonderful job of merchandising citrus
throughout their stores. Shoppers can find Catania
Worldwide Clementines, Navels, and lemons in the
produce section with many varietal citrus offerings.
Catania lemons are great to cross-merchandise in
the seafood section, and Catania limes and lemons
pair well in the liquor aisle. There are many ways for
shoppers to get healthy, delicious citrus to help fight
off the flu season.”

Vice President of Sales,
Limoneira

“Limoneira is focused on turning the produce
department into Nature’s Pharmacy™. More
and more research indicates that the best way
to get your vitamins is by eating them versus
taking them. Some reasons are that it leads to a
greater micronutrient intake in addition to better
absorption. The mission is for fresh produce to
SCREAM its health benefits in ways that make
the vitamin aisle jealous, and this holiday season
is a great time to incorporate more citrus into
consumers’ favorite dishes.”
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Bee Sweet Citrus
Mandarins

{ what the fork }

C H OCO L AT E - D I P P E D M A N DA R I N S
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

1–2 Bee Sweet Citrus Mandarins
½ cup semi-sweet mini chocolate morsels
1 tsp sea salt

1
2

Prep Time: 10 min
Freeze Time: 10–15 min
Servings: 2

3 Dip half of each Mandarin segment in melted chocolate and set on a plate.
4 Once every segment is coated, sprinkle sea salt on each.
5 Place in freezer for 10–15 minutes to let the chocolate harden.
6 Enjoy!

Peel and segment Mandarins; set aside.
In a microwave-safe bowl, melt chocolate in microwave in 15-second increments
to avoid burning until chocolate is fully melted.

To learn more about Bee Sweet Citrus, visit www.beesweetcitrus.com
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?

OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at Side
Delights® Gourmet Petites

CLOSE

By Jordan Okumura

T

he key to my heart is shaped
like a potato.

While I am a produce lover
across the board, there are only a
select number of items as adaptable,
versatile, and delicious as the
timeless potato. Like a chameleon,
its ability to change and transform
to align with its environment
is invaluable, and doesn’t Side
Delights® know it.

With more consumers taking to
their home kitchens to elevate their
personal menus, the potato provider
is showcasing its line of Gourmet
Petites potatoes for shoppers
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seeking a tuber with a finedining standard. To keep produce
departments flush with variety and
differentiation, Gourmet Petites are
available in Pure Gold, Purple, Fusion
Fingerling, and Classic Medley.

share of the basket with its clean,
elegant design and premium
quality to match.

And if the portfolio wasn’t valuedriving enough, Side Delights has
just recently added a new Choice
Russet potato option to the line,
harvested small with a delicate, thin
skin that is perfect for roasting or
barbecuing.

To give you an idea of what kind
of buying group retailers can tap
into, Side Delights shared that a
recent shopper survey, COVID
Dining Journey: Eating at Home
and Away From Home, revealed
that 92 percent of families plan to
continue eating together at home,
with some noting they will do so
more often than they do now.

Pre-washed and presented in a
variety of mesh and polybag sizes,
this product line is vying for a

With a number like that, the key to
my heart is starting to look a lot
like the key to retail success.

WTF

DO I DO WITH

Red Sun Farms™
Cherry Tomatoes

?

{ what the fork }

B R U S S E L S S P R O U T S W I T H TO M ATO E S A N D P E P P E R S
INGREDIENTS
1 cup Red Sun Farms Cherry Tomatoes,
quartered
⅓ Red Sun Farms Red Pepper, diced
medium
⅓ Red Sun Farms Yellow Pepper, diced
medium
1 cup Brussels sprouts, quartered
Salt and pepper
Drizzle of olive oil
½ chorizo sausage, chopped small
1 tsp balsamic vinegar
½ cup Gruyère cheese
™

Prep Time: 15 min
Cook Time: 30 min
Servings: 2

1
2

DIRECTIONS
Preheat oven to 400° F. Preheat cast iron or oven-safe pan over medium-high heat.
Toss quartered Brussels sprouts with olive oil, salt, and pepper and add to hot
pan. Allow for pieces to get slightly charred before stirring, about 3 minutes.
Toss and repeat.

3 Add tomatoes, peppers, and chorizo sausage and toss.
4 Add balsamic vinegar and toss.
5 Top with Gruyère cheese and cook in the oven for 20 minutes until desired
crispiness. Enjoy!

To learn more about Red Sun Farms,
visit www.redsunfarms.com
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The Offer

By The Snack Editorial Contributor Rex Lawrence, Founder and President, Joe Produce SearchSM

W

hether you’re an employer or a job seeker,
getting to the offer stage can be—or feel
like—a long and emotional path. By the time
one gets to the point of receiving an offer, they may
have gone through several rounds of interviews and met
with many people. Needless to say, both sides are well
vested in the process and relationship by the time an
offer is being considered. Neither side wants to blow it
at this late stage.

…But, it’s possible!
As executive search consultants, we work with both
the hiring company and professional(s) throughout the

journey and help bring them together in a very natural
progression. By the time we’re at the offer stage, there
shouldn’t be a big-scary-question-filled crescendo of an
event loaded with tension, anticipation, and mystery.
For the purpose of this story, we’re going to share
some tips and direction for both parties in those “rare
instances” where Joe Produce Search is not involved in
masterfully managing the process.
We’ll address both perspectives of the employer and the
candidate.
Let’s start with the employer.

Employer - Making the Offer
Preparing the offer starts from
the first interview, way before
you know you’re going to hire
the person(s) being interviewed.
From day one and throughout
the process, asking the right
questions, listening, and collecting
the right information is vital. Think
of it as preparing for a possible
marriage proposal. While some
proposals are complete surprises—
and some even work out—many
are not complete surprises,
beyond perhaps the day and place
it happens.
You should know most of what it’s
going to take to hire this person,
though your ideas may evolve
throughout the interview process.
If you’re thinking about making an
offer and find yourself lacking the
information to make the offer, then
you’re in a bad position.

You need to know these and many
other factors:
• Base pay
• Variable/performance-based
compensation
• Benefits
• Relocation
• Reporting to/manager
• Start date
• Vacation days
• Working from home
• Flex hours
• Holidays
• Role and responsibilities

Special note: You must know and
understand their priorities and
objectives. It’s not always just about
the money. In fact, if it is, you should
be concerned. We recently had a

candidate who was willing to take
less money for a few extra days off
during the first year.
You should know who will make
the offer and why. Know the
candidate and create a strategy.
We recommend making a call
prefacing a written offer. Follow
the call with a formal offer
letter including all the details.
Ask for an answer to be given
within a specific time period. We
recommend two to three business
days.
Oftentimes, a solid offer will not
be negotiated. However, do not
feel insulted if the candidate
has questions and/or asks for
something more or different. It
happens. How both parties handle
the “opportunity” can have lasting
effects on the relationship.

Candidate - Receiving an Offer
Before you receive an offer, you
have to actually progress to that
stage. That means you’ve marketed
yourself with a great resume, moved
through the interview process,
and have almost made it to “the
promised land” of new employment.

Review example interview questions
online. Think about your answers.
Carefully review your resume
and be prepared to elaborate on
every point. You need to know the
questions that will produce the
information that is important to you.

Be prepared. Don’t “just wing it” in
your interviews. Do some homework.

Tip: The most common reason
given to us by hiring managers for a
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qualified candidate not progressing
to a second interview is, “They
did not seem interested.” When
you don’t do your homework and
prepare, it shows.
I hope you’ve read the employer
portion of this story first. As you’ve
seen, we urge them to listen to
you throughout the process. And

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

guess what, you play a role in this
process too. You should be asking
good questions, engaging in the
conversation, and sharing openly.
Don’t play games. Don’t lie. Answer
their questions throughout the
interview process. Example: What
compensation range are you
targeting in your next role? If you
say too low of a number, you’ll
regret it later. If you say too high of
a number, you may not make it to
the next interview. Being realistic,
forthcoming, and a bit flexible is key.
Our suggestion is to give a realistic
number or range, within the market
and in alignment with your skills,
experience, and ability to perform
the job. It’s great to be paid like a
superstar, but if you can’t perform
at superstar levels you won’t be in
that role for long. Companies that
pay superstars expect superstar
performance. I can’t stress this
enough, please make sure your
compensation is in alignment with
your abilities and the employer’s
expectations.
So, you have an offer.
Congratulations! Do not act
immediately. Stop, think, and
consider all the factors of the
opportunity and the offer.
Acknowledge receipt immediately,
and let the employer know you’ll
be back to them within a specific
timeframe, with questions and/or an
answer.
We recommend you underpromise
and over-deliver here. If you have
any questions, then get in touch with
them ASAP. Do not wait until the last
minute. Cover all your questions and
discussion points in one call. If you’re
going to negotiate any details, then
do that on the same call. If you
have multiple items to cover, then
prepare your agenda prior to the
call. Understand your priorities and
what you really want or need and
what items are simply “like to haves.”
The way you handle yourself and

manage this conversation at this
stage is critical. Just to be clear, if
you’re going to accept the offer,
do it sooner than the deadline. If
you’re going to ask questions and/or
counter, do that much sooner than
the deadline.
Want to make a horrible impression
with your almost new employer?
Then, wait until the very last minute
or later, and come back to them with
questions or a counteroffer. Even
worse, contact them late to decline.
Lastly, choose your communication
method(s) wisely. Speaking with
them in person or over the phone
with questions or counters is the
best way. You may need or want
to follow up with an email, but do
not hide behind emails or texts to
work out your offer. Remember, you
still have the opportunity to make
a positive or negative impression at
these late stages. The employer can
rescind an offer of employment at
any time. We have seen it happen!
Be prepared for a counteroffer from
your current employer. If you are
open to a counteroffer, then I have
to question your intentions and
perhaps integrity in this process.
By this time, the would-be-new
employer has spent hours investing
in you and the consideration of
having you join their team. If you’re
just leaving or staying because of
money, then I might question your
ability to evaluate your situation and
strategically plan your career.
Be prepared to receive and decline
a counteroffer from your present
employer.

JoeProResumes.com

Here are the steps you should take:
• End your employment on a positive
note to leave them feeling good
about you and your contribution to
the company
• Decide beforehand whether to
disclose where you are going.
Consult with your new employer
if you or they want to keep it
temporarily confidential. It helps to
announce on both sides at the same
time in our industry, where news
travels fast
• Have your proposed end date.
This should be the latest date you
are willing to stay and typically no
more than three weeks from the
resignation date. Two weeks is the
most typical
• Go into the meeting with one
intention: to graciously resign
• Tell your current employer you have
made your final decision, nothing
will change your mind
• Do not agree to anything beyond
your latest end date
• Thank them for the opportunity they
gave you and share two to three
positive things you experienced,
learned, or developed
• Be prepared to be walked out that
day. Personal items and information,
passwords, etc. on computers,
equipment will all need to be
returned
• Do not panic if the first reaction is
unpleasant. People need time to
process and usually come around
quickly

No doubt, there is a lot to think about
for everyone throughout the process.
It does not have to be stressful or
tension-filled. Just remember that it
all starts with good open and honest
communications, and just maintain
that throughout this final leg of the
hiring journey.
In the words of the renowned Stephen
Covey: Begin with the end in mind.

Rex Lawrence,

Founder and President,
Joe Produce Search℠
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SUNSET® Wild
Wonders® Peppers

?

{ what the fork }

WILD WONDERS® LONG SWEET PEPPERS AND CARAMELIZED ONION PIZZA
INGREDIENTS
1 package Wild Wonders® Long Sweet
Peppers
1 (22 oz) pre-made pizza dough
1 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil or avocado oil
1 medium yellow onion, thinly sliced
Pinch of sea salt
4 oz chèvre or soft vegan cheese
Fresh basil
Sprinkle of hemp seeds, optional
Balsamic glaze, optional
Prep Time: 15 min
Cook Time: 40 min
Servings: 5–6 slices

1
2

DIRECTIONS
Preheat oven to the temperature on the pizza dough package and roll out the
dough. Bake dough according to package instructions or until golden brown.
Heat grill pan or grill to medium-high heat. Grill peppers for 5 minutes on each
side until softened. Remove from heat. Once cool to the touch, cut peppers into
strips.

3 To the same pan, add oil, onions, and sea salt.
4 Adjust to medium heat and cook for 15–20 minutes, stirring frequently.
5 Evenly spread cheese on top of the baked pizza crust.
6 Add the caramelized onions, grilled peppers, fresh basil, sprinkle of hemp seeds,
and drizzle of balsamic glaze. Cut into pieces.

To learn more about SUNSET®, visit www.sunsetgrown.com
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Ready.
Set.
Serve.
A Q&A With Andy Hamilton,
Chief Executive Officer, Markon
By Melissa De Leon Chavez

A

mong the most valuable treasures
in our industry are experience and
time, both of which we cannot
steal, borrow, or get back.

But, we can share.
After taking the captain’s seat in October
2020, Andy Hamilton stepped up at a
tumultuous moment not only in Markon’s
long history, but in foodservice overall.
As he observes, even the longest tenured
in produce had not gone through a
global pandemic, certainly not one since
technology radically changed how our
world operates. But strong ties to the past
and a carefully constructed foundation
hold echoes of the experience Markon
and its members need, and time has seen
patience grow into perseverance.
Now, on the cusp of a new year, the Chief
Executive Officer says his team has much
to share as it readies itself not to survive
this new era, but to help lead it.

Melissa De
Leon Chavez:

Andy, we are now
in the second half of
2021 with a year and
a half of pandemic
lessons behind us, but
not gone. Will you tell me a bit about
stepping in to take the helm for Markon
at such a challenging time? What
strengths and/or wisdom from previous
experiences helped you navigate that?

Andy
Hamilton,
Chief
Executive
Officer,
Markon: Our

Board Members were
all very supportive of Markon, and
they provided a lot of guidance. When
I started last October, Markon already
retained our key leaders in critical
positions throughout every functional
area. Moreover, we had key veteran
leaders, such as Mark Shaw, our Vice
President of Operations, who helped
navigate Markon during this transition.
My job was to ensure we kept growing
and developing our talented staff to
position Markon for supporting our
members’ upcoming sales and business
growth. Since our members possess the
physical assets, Markon brings solely our
people and their talents to our members
and customers.

Since the first day I joined this
fine company, the entire Markon
organization has responded with
consistent grit and focused execution.
MDC: It certainly has. What would you
say has laid the foundation of that spirit,
which continues to stay so strong amid
challenges like the pandemic?
AH: We know a lot of amazing people
who have spent a lifetime working
tirelessly in the produce industry, but
even our oldest veterans, who “had seen
it all,” hadn’t quite worked for 100 years.
We would need someone that old to have
applicable global pandemic experience.
Of course, the challenges facing the
foodservice industry were unlike any
our industry has seen since World War
I. However, Markon had many benefits
and advantages versus other companies
which helped us navigate the pandemic.
Our membership, including Gordon
Food Service, Ben E. Keith, Nicholas,
and Shamrock, have an average business
age of well over 100 years, which means
two of our member companies actually
had battled through and survived the
last global pandemic, the Spanish Flu.

Markon’s past
and present
leaders
have done a
tremendous
job building
a timeless
organization
whose people
have long
demonstrated
unsurpassed
industry
leadership.”
-Andy Hamilton,
Chief Executive Officer, Markon

Markon’s past and present leaders
have done a tremendous job building a
timeless organization whose people have
long demonstrated unsurpassed industry
leadership.
While I’ve worked a long time in the
produce industry, my background is
quite a bit different than almost everyone
else in our business. I was an engineering
major at Georgia Tech (Georgia Institute
of Technology), and although I don’t
recall employing differential equations
since I graduated, there’s a process
and mentality which never leaves. The
problems we must solve may be tactical,
strategic, or a combination thereof, but
I always approach every situation as
a process and work with our team to
formulate a plan.
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Each member is family-held with
decades of financial strength and
stability. Moreover, our members
all had a long-term perspective and
were retrenching and ensuring their
businesses would be even stronger
coming out of the pandemic.
MDC: Looking back over 2021, what are
some key challenges and milestones that
set the tone for the year, in your opinion,
for Markon and for the sector in general?
AH: With our membership’s investments
in people and sales during 2020, we
knew we were well-positioned to capture
sales in 2021. With so many labor
disruptions, we emphasized our laborsaving Ready-Set-Serve® value-added
line to help our customers become more
efficient in their kitchens. In a year of
multiple disruptions, customers need
dependability and consistency, which are
two qualities where Markon has always
been strong in the industry.
First, we’re relentlessly focused on our
member/customer fill rates to keep
them in stock with produce. Second,
our Quality Assurance team provides
insight and integral quality information
to ensure our members and customers
receive the best produce available. Third,
we focus a lot of energy on delivering
vital products under our Markon brand,
which brand operators and chefs have
trusted since 1985. Fourth, but not least
of all, Markon has always provided extra
confidence in every case through our
focus on food safety. Kate Burr started in
January as our Food Safety Director, and
she has been relentless in her vigilance to
continue to raise the bar with Markon’s
5-Star Food Safety ®.
In addition to these value-providing
tenets, despite the ever-changing
COVID-19 situation, Markon hasn’t
stopped providing educational tours to

our members and customers all summer.
I’ve attended many produce visits and
tours throughout the world, but through
education, interaction, and our Markon
team’s unparalleled knowledge—
particularly with our Quality Assurance
group’s approach—there really is no
comparison to our Markon customer
events.
MDC: As the year comes to a close, what
innovations or introductions might we
expect, and what needs do you see this
servicing?
AH: As we discussed earlier, Markon
started back in the ’80s with an
industry-defining dedication to food
safety and innovation. We continue
to enhance our 5-Star Food Safety
requirements, including full compliance
with GS1-128 labeling with our Markonbranded suppliers in 2022. Improving
transparency in the supply chain is an
ongoing priority for our members and
operator customers. Understanding
produce’s supply chain from the origin
at the farm and throughout the journey
is important to our customers. Providing
this solution is a priority for Markon.
We’re seeing alternative growing
methods emerge as a potential solution
for both local and sustainable needs.
One of our founding member companies,
Gordon Food Service, is paving the way
with indoor farming by partnering with
Square Roots—a business employing a
modular, scalable farm-tech platform
which can be deployed in a dense city or
near a distribution center.
And finally, we continue to launch
new fresh fruit and vegetable products,
such as our new Markon First Crop™
Trimmed Leeks. These value-added
Markon products reduce food and
packaging waste while saving valuable
kitchen time for chefs.

“Understanding produce’s supply chain from the
origin at the farm and throughout the journey
is important to our customers. Providing this
solution is a priority for Markon.”
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MDC: A busy year indeed! For the new
leeks launch, specifically, can you tell
me a bit about what prompted that
development and brought it to fruition?
AH: Our Markon team always searches
for innovative solutions for our customers.
We work closely with our supplier
partners to identify where we can save
time, labor, freight, and energy, as well
as reduce food waste—and our new
leek product conforms to each of these
criteria. Our marketing group constantly
monitors new trends, and packing
leeks in a smaller, sustainable pack size
reduces waste in landfills through the
trimmed tops and by producing less
packaging.
Therefore, Markon First Crop Trimmed
Leeks provides a quality solution to our
customers and the environment as well.
MDC: Looking ahead to even more
accomplishments, can you give me an
idea of what Markon is working on or
goals it might have going into the new
year? How has the past year influenced
your ideas for the next?
AH: We’ll continue to stay focused on
trends and efforts to assist our members
and customers.
We’ll also invest in technology to ensure
we stay efficient and cost-effective. You’ll
see continued efforts in important areas
ranging from sustainability to labor
savings. Despite the pandemic, we
continued to partner with berry suppliers
to eliminate plastic supply chain waste.
So far in 2021, we’ve eliminated over 60
tons of plastic, which would clog landfills
or pollute other channels.
In terms of labor savings, you’ll see more
Ready-Set-Serve products to save time
in kitchens where, frankly, there just isn’t
any available labor. We expect labor will
remain an issue throughout 2022, and
we retooled our Ready-Set-Serve line
to better position these products. With
less prep and waste, kitchens can move
faster, get more creative, and save money
in their food budgets. Markon plans to
continue investing in innovation around
lightly prepped options to minimize this
costly labor and provide solutions to
help chefs focus on creativity. Regardless
of what happens throughout North
America in 2022, expect Markon to lead
the foodservice industry.

- Markon continues to keep several strategic moves in place,
prioritizing partnership and innovation

A

s we enter the frenzy of the
holiday season, generosity
and gratitude herald a time of
renewal and rebirth at year’s end. And
while time is one thing we cannot get
back, it is certainly something Markon
can look back on, gleaning what it needs
to ensure that whatever is on the horizon
can be handled.

Just as it always has. Just as it will
continue to do.
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WTF

DO I DO WITH Calavo Avocados ?
{ what the fork }

S W E E T P OTATO A N D B U T T E R N U T S O U P W I T H AV OC A DO
INGREDIENTS
1 Calavo Avocado, diced
17 oz Garden Highway Sweet Potato &
Butternut Chef Veggie Starter
½ cup Garden Highway Pico de Gallo
1 Hatch chile, diced
1 clove garlic, minced
½ cup green lentils
4 cups veggie stock or water
3 tbsp olive oil
2 tsp salt
½ tbsp chili powder
2 sprigs of cilantro, torn into pieces for
garnish
Prep Time: 10 min
Cook Time: 35 min
Servings: 4
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1

DIRECTIONS
Heat saucepan with oil on medium-high heat. Add Garden Highway Chef Veggie
Starter and sauté for 2–3 minutes.

2 Add garlic, pico de gallo, and Hatch chile and sauté for 1 minute.
3 Add lentils, stock, salt, and chili powder. Bring to a boil.
4 Cover and reduce heat to simmer. Cook until lentils are al dente, about 25–30
minutes.

5 Remove from heat and ladle into bowls.
6 Top with ripe Calavo Avocado dices. Sprinkle cilantro for garnish. Enjoy!
To learn more about Calavo,
visit www.calavo.com

SQUASH
SNAPSHOT
By Jenna Plasterer

C

ornucopias abound with the beautiful squash hues of autumn. Not
only does this delectable category bring a splash of color to any table
during the holidays, but it also offers innumerable uses. To quote the
classic film, Forrest Gump, “...You can barbecue it, boil it, broil it, bake it,
sauté it.” While Bubba may have been talking about shrimp, the same goes
for this staple seasonal veg. So, come with me and dive into the wonderful
world of squash to see what you can offer your shoppers this winter...

CARNIVAL

TURKS TURBAN

RED KURI
Medium–Large

Medium–Large

Flavor

Flavor

Carnival is an acorn squash named
for its beautiful color. The flesh
of this squash is slightly nutty,
buttery, and sweet

Known as the nuttiest of the
winter squash, its flavor is often
compared to a hazelnut. Turks
Turban is beautiful to eat and goes
well in soups

COLOR

Spotted with striped colors of
orange, yellow, and green

COLOR

Medium–Large

Flavor

Red Kuri has a rich, buttery flesh
and savory flavor. The skin of this
squash can be eaten, too

COLOR

Orange-red
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Orange-red with stripes of orange,
white, and some green

KABOCHA

BUTTERNUT

CHAYOTE
Medium

Medium

Flavor

Our favorite description we’ve
heard for kabocha is a sweet
potato crossed with a pumpkin,
then sprinkled with nuttiness

COLOR

Dull finish with dark green skin and
bright yellow-orange flesh

Flavor

Medium

Flavor

The flesh has a fairly bland taste.
The texture is described as a cross
between a potato and a cucumber

Butternut squash has a similar
taste profile to a sweet potato, but
is not as sweet. It works well in
savory or sweet dishes

COLOR

Tan-colored exterior with bright,
orange flesh

COLOR

DELICATA

Similar to a green pear with thin,
green skin fused with the green to
white flesh

SPAGHETTI

PATTY PAN/
SCALLOP
Medium–Large

Medium

Flavor

Flavor

This is the sweet potato of the
winter squash world. You can eat
the skin when sautéed, as it is
softer than the other squashes.
The flesh is very sweet

COLOR

Yellow and green stripes

Small–Medium

Flavor

This small squash has a delicate,
buttery, and olive oil-like flavor.
The less ripe the squash, the more
tender its flesh will be

Spaghetti squash has a very mild
flavor and is not sweet like many
other winter squashes. It is known
for its stringy, pasta-like threads

COLOR

Ranges from pale to
bright yellow

COLOR

Ranges from yellow, green,
and white
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YELLOW
ZUCCHINI

GREY
ZUCCHINI
ZUCCHINI

Small

Small

Flavor

Flavor

Fresh and buttery

COLOR

Glossy skin that can vary from
light butter yellow to a bright
lemon yellow

Small

Flavor

Mild, but will take on any flavor it’s
cooked with

This summer squash has a less
dramatic visual appeal with a
buttery texture and slightly sweet,
nutty flavor

COLOR

Pale green skin is smooth and
shiny with solid, crisp flesh

COLOR

Deep green skin and soft
white flesh

HUBBARD

PUMPKIN
ACORN/
DANISH

Medium–Large

Small–Large*

Flavor

Flavor

This winter squash’s orange flesh is
sweet with a fine grain texture

COLOR

Ranges from gray, blue, dark
green, orange, or golden

Small–Large

Flavor

Acorn squash has a sweet,
nutty flavor

COLOR

Dark green

Source: The Snack and AndNowUKnow Squash Grower Contributors
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Pumpkins offer a range of eating
experiences from sugary or
starchy, and their texture can
range from string-less to velvety
and dense

COLOR

Ranges from traditional pumpkin
orange to a deep, rich orange

*Depends on the variety
Sub-varieties include: Jack Sprat,
Cannon Ball, Little Giant, and
Mischief

WTF

DO I DO WITH

Progressive Farms
Brussels Sprouts

?

{ what the fork }

BRUSSELS SPROUT DIP
INGREDIENTS
2½ cups Progressive Farms Brussels
Sprouts, roughly chopped
2 tbsp olive oil
1 medium shallot, chopped
2 cloves garlic, minced
½ cup sour cream
4 oz cream cheese
1 cup mozzarella, shredded
¼ cup Parmesan cheese, grated
1 tbsp Italian seasoning, to taste
¼ tsp salt
¼ tsp black pepper
Prep Time: 10 min
Cook Time: 30 min
Servings: 4

1
2

DIRECTIONS
Preheat oven to 375° F.
Heat a cast iron skillet over medium heat. Add 1 tbsp olive oil, shallot, and garlic.
Stir constantly for 1 minute.

3 Add the Brussels sprouts, Italian seasoning, salt, and pepper. Cook for 5–6 minutes
or until tender and slightly wilted. Remove from heat.

4 In a large bowl, mix together sour cream, cream cheese, mozzarella, Parmesan

cheese, and salt and pepper to taste. Add the cooked Brussels sprouts mixture to the
large bowl and stir until combined.

5 Using the cast iron skillet again, add 1 tbsp of olive oil to lightly grease the pan so

the dip does not stick while baking. Spoon the Brussels sprouts mixture back into the
skillet. Bake for 15–20 minutes, or until hot and bubbling.

6 Serve with pita chips, tortilla chips, crackers, or vegetables. Enjoy!
To learn more about Progressive Produce, visit www.progressiveproduce.com
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VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

snackchat
By Jordan Okumura

I

t takes two to tango, and I think the same logic
can be applied when we talk about the amazing
creations between the supply-side and the culinary elite.
As we move more toward innovation and depart the
archaic compartments that keep us from competing in
the grocery and foodservice space, collaboration will
become more key than ever before. Here are just a few of
such great "meetings of the minds," and we think you will
agree where the future is headed...
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VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Sunkist Growers
Chef Sally

Camacho
Mueller,
Award-Winning Pastry Chef

“A lot of creativity comes from knowing
what’s in season because ‘what grows
together, goes together.’ I love using every part
of Sunkist citrus, from the zest to the juice to the segments, and
being able to intensify the flavors of the citrus to different levels
to make any dish pop. By collaborating with Sunkist Growers,
I know I am supporting California and Arizona farmers who
make up the cooperative’s membership. There’s something
special in knowing where the fruit is grown, the history behind
the brand, and sharing in the benefits of Sunkist® citrus.”

Christina
ward,

Senior Director of Global
Marketing, Sunkist Growers

“Cooking and baking with Sunkist®
oranges, lemons, grapefruit, Tangelos,
and Mandarins are easy and accessible for
chefs of all levels. More and more consumers are
learning just how fun it is to incorporate fresh citrus into recipes.
In fact, we learned from a shopper behavior study that 75
percent of lemon purchases in 2021 were driven by recipes that
called for this kitchen staple. Working with talented experts like
Chef Sally Camacho Mueller helps us showcase the versatility of
Sunkist citrus and highlight each variety’s unique flavors.”

Top: Chef Sally Camacho Mueller innovating on the plate
Bottom: Cara Cara Almond Tart featuring Sunkist® citrus
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VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Duda Farm
Fresh Foods
Chef Todd
Fisher,

Culinary Ambassador, Duda Farm
Fresh Foods, and Vice President
of Culinary Operations, Folktale
Winery Group

“The quality, consistency, and story of a
product can change a dish and the way that a
plate can exist and thrive on a menu. I have no doubt about
that. As a chef who works hard to bring the farm-to-fork aspect
to my kitchens, I find the relationship with Duda Farm Fresh
Foods as a no-brainer. While I’m able to provide direction
on new cooking styles and flavors, the team offers insight into
trends coming out of the foodservice industry that shape certain
aspects of my own business. It has been a pleasure collaborating
with Duda over these past years, and I look forward to our
continued growth together.”

Nichole
Towell,

Senior Director of Marketing and
Packaging Procurement, Duda
Farm Fresh Foods

“Working hand in hand with a chef
to elevate our product’s visibility and
versatility has been a huge goal for Duda
Farm Fresh Foods since we realized the potential of such
a partnership. We’ve been working with Chef Todd Fisher
for seven years—unofficially for over 20 years—and believe
his foodservice expertise and vision help to keep us relevant
within the space. Through this partnership, we have a frontrow seat for upcoming trends within the restaurant industry
and access to an expert that can give us ways to apply them
to our products.”
Top: Dish by Chef Todd Fisher at The James Beard House
Bottom: Dandy® Harvest Bowl featured at PMA Foodservice
in July 2021
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VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Windset Farms®
Chef Trevor
Bird,

Executive Chef, Windset Farms®,
and Owner and Chef, Fable Kitchen

“As a restaurant Owner and Chef, I
always look for ingredients that taste and
look amazing. I know I can always get that
from Windset Farms®, year-round. With its strict food safety
program, it gives me peace of mind that the company’s produce
is both delicious and grown safely and sustainably. Whether
served up in the restaurant or when I’m experimenting in the
kitchen creating recipes, Windset Farms’ produce is always a
culinary win!”

John Newell,

Chief Operating Officer and Owner,
Windset Farms®

“Windset Farms® has been partnering
with Trevor Bird since 2018. His
restaurant, Fable Kitchen, is a local
Vancouver, Canada, favorite, serving up
authentic farm-to-table dining. When we
have a new item, we always send samples to Trevor to use at
his restaurant. By doing this, we get real feedback from Fable
guests. Trevor is also the chef behind our newest Windset
recipes, where he uses his culinary expertise to showcase our
delicious produce!”

Top: Cameo® Cherry Tomatoes Tart
Bottom: Tomato Pepper Bolognese
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

SunFed® Perfect
Zucchini®

?

{ what the fork }

I N S TA N T P OT ® C H I C K E N Z OO D L E S O U P
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

2 SunFed Perfect Zucchini
1 tsp olive oil
1 lb chicken meatballs or boneless,
skinless chicken breast, diced
1 medium yellow onion, diced
4 medium carrots, diced
4 medium celery stalks, diced
2 garlic cloves, minced
1 tsp salt
½ tsp pepper
½ tsp dried thyme
½ tsp dried oregano
1 pinch turmeric
4 cups unsalted chicken broth
®

Prep Time: 15 min
Cook Time: 15 min
Servings: 4–6
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®

1 Turn the Instant Pot on for 10 minutes. Add the olive oil to the pot.
2 Add the diced chicken breast and sauté for 5 minutes. Then, add the onion, carrots,
®

celery, garlic, salt, pepper, thyme, oregano, and turmeric. Mix well. Allow the sauté
cycle to finish.

3 Add the chicken broth, place the lid on. and turn the knob to “sealing.” Select the

“soup/broth” function and set the cycle time for 5 minutes. While the soup cooks in
the Instant Pot, spiralize the zucchini into zoodles (zucchini noodles).

4 When the cycle finishes, immediately but carefully perform a “manual release.”
5 Divide the zoodles between 4–6 bowls. Spoon the hot soup over the zoodles, this will
cook them just enough so that they’re not soggy. Enjoy!

To learn more about SunFed,
visit www.perfectproduce.com

Heart
OF THE

Kitchen
sunfed.net

TRUE TO TASTE
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TRUE TO TASTE

erception is everything in the
precious seconds a purchase
decision is made.
Too often, the first question I hear
when sharing that I have a gluten
allergy is whether or not I can have
potatoes.
While many may lament allergen-free
labeling on products we industry insiders
think are obviously free-from, we are
battling a war of perception. This is not
a scrimmage where playing close to the
vest or strategizing by assumption will
win. Clarity is key. And the fact is I—and
those kindred spirits made extra cautious
by a food intolerance, sensitivity, or
choice—read every label before making a
purchase.
I have been pleasantly surprised—ecstatic,
actually—to find that something I thought
absolutely off-limits was, in fact, glutenfree. Especially when the company is
clever enough to make the label clear
out of an understanding that it might get
passed by for seeming to be clearly out of
reach.
This may entail more specifics on any
packaging available, but it is also a ticket
to a loyal demographic that traditionally
pays a premium to access more food that

allows them to feel less constricted in their
eating options.
Eight foods cause the most food allergy
reactions: milk, soy, eggs, wheat, peanuts,
tree nuts, fish, and shellfish*. While none
of these are fresh produce items, I refer
back to the perception of family and
friends that potatoes might contain gluten.
In fact, perception has food allergy
numbers up higher than they should be.
About 32 million people have food
allergies in the U.S.*; one in every two
Canadian households are directly or
indirectly impacted by a food allergy**;
and in a 2016 survey of about 30,000
subjects, 23 percent of respondents from
Mexico reportedly suffered from a food
allergy or intolerance***.
These numbers are plenty reason to
reevaluate packaging, menu, and signage
strategies, but factor in how many selfdiagnose, often falsely, that they too are
in this demographic****, and the numbers
are even higher. If they are shopping with
an allergy in mind, you want to be easily
spotted on the sensitive side of the field.
In this fight, let assumption be the enemy
and words your weapon.

*https://www.aafa.org/allergy-facts/

SOURCES

**https://foodallergycanada.ca/our-impact-advocacy-and-services/about-us/who-we-are/our-mission/
***https://www.statista.com/statistics/857937/consumers-food-allergy-type-mexico/
****https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324094#19-percent-of-adults-believe-they-are-allergic
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Starr Ranch Growers
JUICI® Apples

{ what the fork }

J U I C I ® A P P L E M O S COW M U L E
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

1 Starr Ranch Growers JUICI Apple, sliced
4 oz apple cider
2 oz pumpkin spice ginger beer
2 oz vodka
½ a lime, juiced, per mug
Star anise, for garnish
Lime slices, for garnish
Cinnamon sticks, for garnish
Fresh rosemary, for garnish
Crushed ice
®

Prep Time: 5 min
Servings: 2
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1 Add apple cider, pumpkin spice ginger beer, vodka, and lime juice to a mixing
bowl and stir to combine.

2
3

Pour into an ice-filled copper mug.
Garnish with fresh Starr Ranch Growers sliced JUICI Apples, rosemary, lime,
star anise, and cinnamon sticks. Enjoy!

To learn more about Starr Ranch Growers, visit www.starranch.com

?

OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at
Misionero Organic
Elevated Power Greens

CLOSE

By Peggy Packer

S

imilar to being behind the
wheel of a vehicle, shoppers
are constantly looking for signs
in the produce department to guide
them in the right direction.

While there may not be yellow
stop lights signaling drivers to slow
down, words like “organic,” “healthy,”
and “pure” offer the same effect—
guiding consumers to a product and
bringing them to a stop. Broadening
its portfolio with a new product sure
to flag consumers down in the aisle,
Misionero has released an alluring
new blend under the Earth Greens®
banner: Organic Elevated Power
Greens.
This unique offering brings to
shelves a blend of nutrientdense, shredded mature greens
developed to be a healthy addition
to virtually any meal. This dynamic
mix of premium varieties is primed
to be a staple in the homes of
many shoppers as it can be easily
incorporated into salads, smoothies,
and other recipes. Tie in the brightly
colored red, orange, and blue
packaging and we have a produce
aisle showstopper on our hands.
Additionally, Misionero has added
another product to round out the
organic line with the debut of its
Renaissance Spring Mix, a hearty
mix comprising crisp, sweet leaf
varieties packaged in a tamper-proof
clamshell.
With consumers on high alert for
healthier options, Misionero’s new
Organic Elevated Power Greens will
soon be driving all the traffic to your
produce department.
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Shuman Farms
RealSweet® Premium
Sweet Onions

?

{ what the fork }

H O N E Y R OA S T E D S W E E T O N I O N A N D P E A R G R I L L E D C H E E S E
INGREDIENTS
1 large RealSweet® Sweet Onion,
thinly sliced
2 pears, thinly sliced
1 tbsp olive oil, divided
1 tsp honey
Kosher salt, to taste
Pepper, to taste
4 oz sharp Cheddar, grated
4 oz chèvre (soft goat) cheese
8 slices of hearty good-quality bread
2 tbsp softened butter
Prep Time: 20 min
Cook Time: 10 min
Servings: 8

DIRECTIONS

1

Heat a skillet over medium heat. Add 1–2 tsp olive oil. Add the onions, season with
salt and pepper, toss to coat. Reduce heat to medium-low and cook, stirring often,
until brown and caramelized.

2

To assemble sandwiches, spread softened butter on one side of a slice of bread,
place buttered side down. Top with grated cheese, then onions, and then layer
with pear slices. Drizzle with a touch of honey. On a second piece of bread, spread
butter on one side and chèvre on the other side. Place chèvre side on top of the
pears, buttered side up.

3

Heat a second skillet over medium-low heat. When hot, place sandwich in pan and
cook until cheese starts to melt and outside of bread is golden. Flip and heat other
side. Repeat with remainder of ingredients.

4 Cut sandwich in half. Enjoy!
To learn more about Shuman Farms,
visit www.shumanfarmsga.com
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Superfresh Growers®
Autumn Glory® Apples

?

{ what the fork }

CARAMEL-DIPPED APPLE POPS
INGREDIENTS
2 Autumn Glory Apples
⅓ cup caramel, melted
Caramel pecan granola
Apple cinnamon fig bars, crumbled
®

additional

Skewers (4–5" long)
Prep Time: 10 min
Servings: 8

1
2
3

DIRECTIONS
Slice apples into thin rounds (about ¼" thick).
Use a corer or frosting tip to cut out a small circle in the middle. Remove the seeds
and harder parts of the apple slice.
Insert a skewer carefully into each apple slice. Lay the slices and sticks flat on a
parchment-lined sheet pan.

4 Drizzle with warm caramel. Sprinkle as desired with caramel pecan granola,
crumbled apple cinnamon fig bars, or other toppings of choice.

5 Let set. If they are too runny, pop them into the freezer for a few minutes before
you enjoy!

To learn more about Superfresh Growers, visit www.superfreshgrowers.com
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he next generation of diners will either make or break your business.
Stacey Kinkaid, Vice President, Product Development and Innovation at
US Foods, communicates this message with urgency. As we continue
moving through a pivotal period in the history of foodservice and labor,
resources such as US Foods’ Scoop™ magazines have played an indelible role
in operators’ ability to succeed in an ever-changing landscape.
The magazine’s tenth-anniversary issue, themed “Next-Gen Ideas for NextGen Diners,” was officially released in September 2021 and could not have
come at a more crucial time. We are now in the heart of the holiday season,
and the resources provided by US Foods are helping prepare operators for
the seasonal rush amidst continued labor shortages across the sector.
New eating experiences, world-changing actions, and evolving consumer
trends are wielding the pen in this Fall Scoop, and Stacey unfurls the issue’s
scroll for me in our interview.

Chandler James:

I always love
seeing new
issues of Scoop
magazine and the
innovations that
come with them. As
you narrow in on next-gen eating
experiences, what are the key areas
of focus in this issue?

Stacey Kinkaid,
Vice President,
Product
Development
and
Innovation,
US Foods:

With this issue,
we celebrate
ten years of
Scoop not by looking back but
by looking forward. Fall Scoop
features products that appeal to
Gen Z and millennials, groups that,
when combined, become larger
than any other age group. These
generations of diners are different
from their predecessors. They care
about the planet and reducing their
meat consumption, they want menu
items with a twist, and going out to
eat is an event for them—one they
document with enthusiasm and
detail on social media.
We conducted research and
narrowed in on three focus areas
for our products that are made
to entice, attract, and delight this
young group of diners:

1 Tradition with a Twist:

fun twists
on familiar favorites, like the
Monarch Pickle Fries

2 Positive Impact:

sustainably
sourced, plant-forward products
like meatless wings, Molly’s
Kitchen® Plant-Based Italian-Style
Saus’ge Topping, and sustainable
and durable to-go containers that
are inexpensive and functional

3

Foodstagram: photo-ready,

Instagrammable dishes like
the Chef’s Line® Iced Pumpkin
Swirl Loaf Cake, and the Chef’s
Line Salted Caramel Chocolate
Brownie

CJ: In the food industry, we are

always looking for the next big
driver of consumer trends, and
generational influences are often
at the forefront. Why is now the
time for foodservice operators
to reinforce their strategies
surrounding next-gen consumers?

SK: This next generation of diners

has the largest wallet share. They
are spending more money and going
out to eat more often, and we knew
it was important to work directly
with them to gather insights and
feedback on the trends shaping their
dining experience.
We conducted research on dishes
and ingredients that over-index
with the next generation versus the
population overall, social media
platforms such as TikTok and
Instagram, and our newest class of
US Foods Scholars. After individual
interviews with the students, we
paired them with our Food Fanatics
chefs to test this issue’s Scoop
products in-person (while following
all COVID-19 safety protocols).
Students also shared application
ideas for the products that would
appeal to their generation, allowing
us to develop the most useful and
relevant products possible.

CJ: As a trade news writer in the

produce industry, I am acutely
aware of how fresh vegetables have
influenced many new restaurant
trends as younger consumers seek
out unique eating experiences. How
does the Fall Scoop take
advantage of this?

“Our culinary
leadership always
puts a new twist
on familiar items
while infusing the
latest trends to
provide restaurant
operators with
recipes for success.”
Stacey Kinkaid, Vice President,
Product Development and
Innovation, US Foods

and The Cross Valley Farms Diced
Colorful Veggie Blend with Sweet
Potatoes, a ready-to-use mix of
broccoli stems, candy cane beets,
and fennel.
Both of these items are very colorful
and fresh, which appeals to the
diner, and they can be placed on
the menu in a variety of ways, which
helps the operator with seamless
usage ideas. The products are also
labor-saving options as they require
expertise and knife skills to replicate
in the back of the house.

SK: Fall Scoop features

several fresh vegetable
items that are versatile
and require little-to-no
back-of-house prep.
Our two prominent
vegetable items include The
Cross Valley Farms® Shaved
Purple and Green Brussels
Sprouts, which come prewashed and pre-cut and can
be served raw or sautéed;

US Foods conducted research and narrowed in on three
focus areas for its products that are made to entice, attract,
and delight millennials and Generation Z
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CJ: I could easily talk about

CJ: Services such as these are

SK: US Foods has many different
programs and services to make
sure businesses are efficient,
profitable, and easy to manage.
We strive to lead the industry
in terms of providing impactful
content and making that content
easily accessible.

SK: The labor shortage continues

these mouthwatering products
all day, but they are only half
of the equation. Can you tell
me more about the operational
implementations available to
restaurateurs in this Scoop?

We support our partners through
our one-of-a-kind Restaurant
Operations Consultants, who are
available 24/7 to advise, counsel,
and support restaurateurs with 1:1
personalized consultations. Free
webinars are also available on our
website, such as “Labor-Saving
Kitchen Hacks” and “What Should I
Post Today? Top Tips for Effective
Social Content,” which both
took place in August. Upcoming
webinars can be found on the US
Foods website.
Users looking to implement Fall
Scoop products into their menu
can visit our website for on-trend
recipe ideas, as well as other
tools and resources that can help
with menu ideas and operational
support. Our culinary leadership
always puts a new twist on familiar
items while infusing the latest
trends to provide restaurant
operators with recipes for success.

exactly what set US Foods’ Scoop
issues apart from other restaurant
resources. And, as the challenges of
the COVID-19 pandemic continue,
these resources are more needed
than ever. How does Fall Scoop
support the foodservice industry
specifically in terms of pandemicrelated challenges?
to be one of the biggest challenges
operators face today. Our latest
edition of Fall Scoop helps address
these challenges with innovative
products that can drive higher
profits and help operators save
back-of-house preparation time.
Many operators are scaling back
their menus to address the labor
shortage, but with prepared and
semi-prepared products like ours,
they can keep their menus fresh.
In our Scoop magazine, we bring
labor savings to life by including the
estimated time savings per case.
Additionally, appealing to younger
generations who hold the majority
of the dining dollar share is crucial to
preserving foodservice businesses
during this difficult time.

CJ: While this Scoop commemorates
the tenth anniversary, you began
providing products and services
such as these far before the
pandemic began. What is the
underlying mission behind Scoop,
and how does US Foods’ research
continue to fuel those values?

SK: Scoop was designed as
an exclusive product launch
of innovative, on-trend items
developed to solve operator pain
points, inspire new menu ideas,
and help restaurateurs generate
additional revenue. Along with
following societal and industry
trends, we systematically scour the
food world for bleeding-edge ideas,
which are often ones our customers
aren’t even aware of yet.
We aim to offer time-saving
products to bolster operators
when there is less labor available,
reduce the skill level required in
terms of preparation, and build
profit-supporting solutions to offset
rising costs. Each issue of Scoop
serves on-trend products with new
application ideas and is always
about innovation, versatility, and
helping our customers “make it.”

a

s Thanksgiving draws nearer
in the U.S., and as Christmas,
Hanukkah, New Year’s, and
additional North American
holidays round the corner, it will
be interesting to see whether or
not these younger generations
will continue their devotion
toward eating out or settle into
home cooking for the holidays.
Either way, US Foods’ Fall Scoop
has you covered front of house,
back of house, and all the tables
in between.

US Foods supports its partners through its one-of-a-kind Restaurant Operation Consultants, who are available 24/7 to advise,
counsel, and support restaurateurs with 1:1 personalized consultations
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WTF

DO I DO WITH Driscoll’s Raspberries ?
{ what the fork }

C R A N B E R R Y , R A S P B E R R Y , A N D M A P L E S AU C E
INGREDIENTS
2 packages (6 oz or 1⅓ cups each)
Driscoll’s Raspberries
1 package (12 oz) fresh or frozen
cranberries
½ cup packed light brown sugar
½ cup maple syrup, preferably Grade B
Grated zest of 1 large orange
Prep Time: 5 min
Cook Time: 10 min
Servings: 10

1
2

Created by Rick Rodgers

DIRECTIONS
Place cranberries into a medium saucepan. Add brown sugar and maple syrup. Bring
to a boil over medium-high heat while stirring often.
Reduce heat to medium. Continue cooking at a brisk simmer while stirring often,
about 10 minutes or until most cranberries have burst and juices are syrupy.

3 Remove from heat. Stir in zest of orange.
4 Allow cranberry mixture to cool to room temperature. Stir in raspberries gently.
5 Transfer to a serving bowl. Serve at room temperature and enjoy!
Tip: Cover cranberry mixture tightly with plastic wrap and store in refrigerator for up to one week.
Bring to room temperature and stir in fresh raspberries just before serving.

To learn more about Driscoll’s, visit www.driscolls.com
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OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at
Peri & Sons Farms®
Gourmet Organic Shallots

CLOSE

By Jenna Plasterer

W

e’ve all heard the guidance,
“It’s what’s on the inside
that counts,” but for Peri
& Sons Farms® Gourmet Organic
Shallots, what’s on the outside is
equally important.

The grower’s recently launched
Gourmet Organic Shallots may be
little, but pack a mighty punch of
flavor and sustainability. Through
this new offering, Peri & Sons
delivers both high-caliber quality and
innovative biodegradable, recyclable,
and plastic-free clamshells to entice
environmentally conscious shoppers
when they hit the grocery aisles.
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To top it off, the company used its
creative eye to supply visual appeal to
complement the sustainability factor.
Featuring a beautiful, natural-themed
design, the clamshells will deliver a
one-two punch, drawing consumers
in and getting them to add the
premium product to their carts
with the promise of environmentalfriendliness.
For retailers, the Gourmet Organic
Shallots offer practicality and ease
as the boxes can be displayed
using a 12-count shipping tray or
stacked to erect a breathtaking
holiday presentation. With its

PeriCare® customer service program,
the company can also provide its
buy-side partners with additional
customized merchandising support to
make life a breeze.
Having just launched this fall, Peri
& Sons’ Gourmet Organic Shallots
will be accompanied by its Premium
Shallots line and will be available to
buyers September through March—
the perfect window to grab extra
register rings as shoppers prepare for
their holiday feasts.
Need I say more? Get Peri & Sons’
Gourmet Organic shallots on your
shelves, and then grab a seat
and watch as they practically sell
themselves.

WTF

DO I DO WITH Stemilt d’Anjou Pears ?
{ what the fork }

V E G A N P E A R TA R T
INGREDIENTS
filling ingredients

4 ripe Stemilt d’Anjou Pears, sliced
½ cup granulated sugar
2 tbsp all-purpose flour
2 tbsp coconut oil or vegan butter
crust ingredients

6 tbsp vegetable shortening or
vegan butter
1 tbsp vegetable oil
3 tbsp water
1 tbsp granulated sugar
⅛ tsp salt
1 cup all-purpose flour
Prep Time: 20 min
Cook Time: 55 min
Servings: 8

1
2

DIRECTIONS
Preheat the oven to 400º F.
Combine vegetable shortening, vegetable oil, water, granulated sugar, and salt in an ovenproof bowl. Place the bowl into the oven and heat for 10 minutes until all of the ingredients
have melted.

3

Remove the bowl from the oven (being careful of the oil) and stir in the flour until you have
a ball. Let the dough cool until you are able to touch it. Turn the oven up to 425º F.

4

When the dough is cool, press it into an 8" tart pan. Make sure to press the dough flat to the
bottom of the pan and up the sides. Place the tart shell into the freezer for 10 minutes.

5
6
7

While the tart is freezing, peel and core the pears. Cut the pears into thin slices.

8
9

Sprinkle the sugar mixture on top.

In a small bowl, combine ½ cup of granulated sugar, 2 tbsp of flour, and 2 tbsp of coconut oil.
Remove the tart shell from the freezer. Gently align the pears in the tart shell in a
decorative manner. You can get really creative during this process.
Place the tart into the oven and bake for 45 minutes. You can put a baking sheet on the
bottom rack of the oven to catch any pear juices that may bubble over.

10 The tart is done when the pears are soft, the tart shell is light brown and crisp, and the juices
are bubbling. Remove from the oven and let cool to allow the juices to thicken. Enjoy!

Tip: The tart can be stored in the fridge for up to one week, but it’s best eaten within the first few days.
To learn more about Stemilt, visit www.stemilt.com
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

WATER FOR ALL
Mangos and Cucumbers ?

{ what the fork }

MANGO AND CUCUMBER SALAD
INGREDIENTS
2 medium WATER FOR ALL
Mangos, peeled and sliced
½ WATER FOR ALL Cucumber,
peeled and sliced
1 cup arugula
1 red onion, thinly sliced
1 avocado, thinly sliced
½ cup pomegranate arils
Salt, to taste
Chili flakes, to taste (optional)
dressing

¼ cup lime juice
1 tbsp olive oil
1 tbsp honey
½ tsp black pepper
½ tsp salt
Prep Time: 5 min
Servings: 1
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DIRECTIONS

1 Add sliced mangos, avocado, red onion, and cucumber slices to a large bowl.
2 Mix with a spoon. Add arugula and pomegranate arils.
3 Sprinkle salt on the salad and give it a toss so that it mixes well. For a spicy kick, add
a few chili flakes. Once done, set aside.

4 To prepare dressing, mix together lime juice, olive oil, honey, salt, and pepper in
another bowl.

5 Drizzle the dressing on the salad and enjoy!
Note: Slightly unripe mangos are ideal for this recipe, but any stage of ripeness will work!

To learn more about Continental Fresh,
visit www.continentalfresh.com

A penny from every box of WATER FOR ALL
produce is donated to BLUE Missions Group to
connect communities with access to clean water at
home. We’re in business to make a difference.

